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ABSTRACT

Sports products contribute to the degradation of the environment and there are ways it can be improved to
be sustainable. In the United States, “Home to only 4% of the global population, we are responsible for more
than 30% of the planet’s total waste generation” (Toxics Action Center). The focus of the sports industry right
now is to improve their business models with sustainable focused solutions (Green Sports Alliance). This
project demonstrates the process of developing the idea being researched for a rental service for sports
protective equipment that improves the ability to reuse, repurpose, and recycle all sports gear. It shows the
creation of a product-service system that puts the emphasis on providing access to, as opposed to
ownership of, sports products. It explains the use of the Business Model Canvas to develop a sustainable
focused start-up idea (Blank). Customer interviews were conducted to develop and validate the proposed
start-up business. The plan shows how using Biomimicry to design the sports protective equipment used to
provide the service can aid in developing sustainable innovations (Benyus). The proposal of a design solution
in the form of a hybrid shoulder pad that could be used for both hockey and lacrosse is outlined. The use of
Life’s Principles is illustrated for a preliminary draft of product criteria that work well in product-service
systems (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute). This research resulted in the creation of a business model that provides
the option to try before you buy. This paper also discusses sports brands that adopt sustainable solutions
and how they can use the power of influence to create changes in behavior, as well as the next steps to be
taken in order to realize the proposed solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Our society today needs to take more sustainable action and realize that they are treating their venue or
stadium, the planet, like their backyard dumpster. Countless products end up in landfills, further adding to
the degradation of the environment. “In 2007, Americans threw out about 570 billion pounds of municipal
solid waste. Compared to other nations, the United States has a record of generating waste at an alarming
rate. Home to only 4% of the global population, we are responsible for more than 30% of the planet’s total
waste generation” (Toxics Action Center).
As a society and as individuals there is a need to take action and work as a team. The problems the world is
facing regarding its overall health are major and complex; only together will society, as a whole, be able to
solve them. This is the very essence of sports; the fact is, as humans, everyone plays on the same team and
should be working towards the common goal of sustainability. “The environmental crises we face are as
serious for the future of our economy as they are for the survival of thousands of species, human cultures,
and natural ecosystems around the globe” (Henly 14).
“Eighty percent of the environmental impact of the products, services, and infrastructures around us is
determined at the design stage” (Thackara 1). The equipment that is necessary to play sports could be
designed to be sustainable and be a part of a sustainable system. The current equipment is unsustainable
because of the way people produce, distribute, consume, and dispose of sports equipment. The impact of
these actions greatly contributes to the degradation of the environment. These are all areas that need
contributions towards improved sustainable innovation and design. The products of today are not designed
in a way that makes them easily recycled or repaired, reducing the ability to be reused and recovered to
extend the life of these products as long as possible (Leonard).

SUSTAINABILITY IN SPORTS
“Sport presents broad opportunities to promote environmental awareness, capacity building and far-reaching
actions for environmental, social and economic development across society” (International Olympic
Committee 5). The sporting goods industry provides an opportunity to demonstrate how sustainability can
affect the way people live their lives. The present popularity of sports could be advantageous in furthering the
advancement of sustainable design today and well into the future. In a report called “Go Out and Play: Youth
Sports in America,” it stated that, “An estimated 7,342,910 children participated in high school sports during
the 2006-2007 school year” (Sabo and Veliz 8). Focusing on the progression of sustainability in this arena
will help ensure that future generations have the freedom and opportunity to play sports and live their lives in
a more sustainable fashion.
A report, “Nike Considered: Getting Traction on Sustainability,” tells the story of how Nike has struggled with
this new approach to the way they do things. Nike, one of America’s most innovative and successful sports
brands, is one example of a company taking steps to help make sports equipment and their business more
sustainable. In the early nineties they were heavily criticized for poor working conditions in the countries
where their products were manufactured. The backlash from this greatly publicized disapproval gave them a
wake-up call they now have a better understanding of the importance of corporate responsibility. It was
imperative that they improve their supply chain and design process to redeem the Nike brand as a whole.
Since then, they have created a branch in their company called “Considered” that has developed a process
and an index of sustainable materials for their designers to use in the creation Nike products. They have
tried to make it part of what they do and who they are, focusing on being more socially responsible and
researching ways to recycle shoes. They have figured out ways to recycle their shoes by grinding them up
and turning them into turf applications. However, they have struggled to incorporate the process and index
throughout their company (Henderson, Locke and Lyddy).
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Like any other system, sports are complicated, diverse, and dynamic. Throughout the past century, the
sports equipment industry has evolved and developed into what it is today. Performance standards have
been elevated, along with health and safety. When it comes to sustainable issues in sports, the focus has
been largely on architecture and event planning.
One of the many ways NRDC has been helping stadiums and arenas reduce environmental
impacts is by commissioning energy, waste, and water efficiency audits -- many of which result
in significant cost savings. For example, between 2006 and 2009, the Seattle Mariners reduced
Safeco Field’s use of natural gas by 44 percent and electricity consumption by 17 percent,
saving over $1 million in just over three years. (Natural Resources Defence Council)
Sports appear to be primed and ready to go all out for sustainability. There are many organizations that have
come about in past years to deal with the problems sports create like the Green Sports Alliance. The Green
Sports Alliance is an organization that has been developed in conjunction with the Natural Resources
Defense Council to help make professional sports more sustainable. Professional sports leagues like the
National Hockey League and National Basketball Association are leading the way on these issues (Green
Sports Alliance). The Olympics is also aware of the impacts sports have on the environment, and has been
active in trying to lessen the impact of its worldwide event that occurs every four years (International Olympic
Committee).
Teams from all over are a part of this alliance and have come together to solve the sustainability issues facing
sports as a whole. The effort is great, but it has not yet trickled down to introductory levels where most of the
people in the United States get their first experiences with sports. The lack of sustainability action occurs
with the equipment that is needed to play certain sports. From what the author of this paper has observed
throughout years of experience with sports in general, the sustainable action that is known to most athletes
is the use of pre-owned or used gear.
Sports brands can be used to demonstrate what it takes to be sustainable so that the Earth is benefiting
from the sports industry rather than being negatively impacted by it. A model in which sports products can
exist within a closed loop system, in which nothing becomes waste, is necessary to the sports industry.
William McDonough and Michael Braungart, the authors of the bestselling book Cradle To Cradle coined the
phrase “waste equals food” (92). This means nothing will go to waste because the waste we produce will be
turned into food, energy, or a resource for something else. The leading sports design companies could look
to nature to produce more sustainable sports products, services, and identities. The development of
sustainable innovations is imperative to achieving sustainability throughout the world. Thinking in terms of
the whole system and using innovative processes are essential to achieve the ultimate goal of sustainability.

Thesis Statement
This project’s aim was to design a sustainable product-service system, in the form of a sports brand called
Whole Earth Sports, which offers a rental service for sports equipment so that it can be reused, repurposed,
and/or recycled, with the use of the Business Model Canvas, Biomimicry and the related Life’s Principles, as
well as The Living Principles.

Project Objectives
This paper provides a context and background information for sports and sustainability. It looks at ways to
establish a business model, defined by the book “Business Model Generation” as something that “…
describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value.” (Osterwalder and
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Pigneaur 257). The objective is to create a business model that best suits a start-up sports company aiming
to be sustainable and to provide a product-service system. “The key idea behind product service systems is
that consumers do not specifically demand products, per se, but rather are seeking the utility these products
and services provide. By using a service to meet some needs rather than a physical object, more needs can
be met with lower material and energy requirements” (United Nations Environment Programme). The tool in
the development of the business model is the Business Model Canvas (BMC). “This tool resembles a
painter’s canvas— preformatted with the nine blocks— which allows you to paint pictures of new or existing
business models” (Osterwalder and Pigneaur 711).
The product options explored consist of sports protective equipment that can be rented instead of owned.
This start-up will explore technology advancements and design processes that help develop sustainable
innovation in the areas of sports equipment design and distribution with the use of Biomimicry. According to
the author of the book called “Biomimicry” the definition is stated as, “…the conscious emulation of life’s
genius” (Benyus 2). This research aims at improving sustainability within the sports industry by designing a
start-up business that leverages innovative design processes to develop sustainable sports products,
processes, services, and brands. Sports can serve as a launch pad to help educate people on the
importance of sustainability. In order to achieve this goal, changing the way we think about sports equipment
is essential.
The idea behind this project is to provide a sustainable rental service for sports and athletes, while creating a
sports brand that advocates for everything sustainable within the sports industry. This will help make it more
affordable and better for the overall health of the planet. This program is being used as an opportunity to
develop an idea that this author has hoped to explore further, and to develop his vision for a sustainable
sports brand that is authentic and a benefit to society.
This plan illustrates the need for further development in sustainable innovations as well as creative business
models that will advance sustainability throughout the entire industry and ultimately affect other industries as
well. By offering the ability to rent, reducing the need for ownership, and redesigning the products that are
used for a limited amount of time, the goal of this business plan is to provide a more sustainable option that
can greatly reduce the problem.

SUMMARY
This thesis project represents the initial design explorations for sports protective equipment and startup of
Whole Earth Sports by using two main methodologies: the Business Model Canvas and Biomimicry, as well
as two frameworks: The Living Principles and Life’s Principles. This paper provides a narrative of the project
and a reflection on the processes and tools used for sustainable design. This paper has three main sections:
Opportunities:
• Discussing sports product design and looking into the opportunities for the creation of a
product-service system to influence the sporting goods industry to take more sustainable
actions.
Methodology/Process:
• The first methodology described is the Business Model Canvas for the initial development of a
sustainable-focused start-up with potential customer interviews to test a proposed rental service
for sports equipment. The Living Principles framework was used to assess the proposed
business model.
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The second methodology described is Biomimicry, along with its sub-component Life’s
Principles. How they can be used as a tool in the design process of sports protective equipment
that could potentially exist in a product-service model created by the start-up is discussed.

Findings/Results and Conclusion/Discussions:
• The last part of the paper describes the results and findings after applying the tools and
methodologies, as well as a brief summary of proposed solutions.
• The results and proposed business model solution arrived at using the Business Model Canvas
make up the first part of this section. The second part displays the results after applying Life’s
Principles for a product solution concept and initial design recommendations.
• There will be personal reflections on employing the methodologies used for this project and how
they can be used for sustainable design. The section will end with a reflection, brief conclusion,
and recommendations for the next steps to be taken in the development of the newly formed
brand.

Opportunities
RENTING, REUSING, AND RECYCLING SPORTS GEAR
In this section we talk about current ways sports equipment is reused and why renting is a possible solution.
A business that was started back in 1983 formed a system in which customers could sell and buy used
sporting goods. It was called Play It Again Sports (PIAS) and it is still in operation today all over the U.S. and
Canada (Winmark Corporation). When they first started they focused only on used products. Now, because
of competition from big box stores and for economic reasons, they sell new as well. The ratio between the
amounts of new gear versus used gear at PIAS is around 60% new and 40% used. This is one of the ways
that customers can get pre-owned sports gear and extend the life of durable products, preventing them from
going into the landfill.
Still, this is only one element of what it means to be sustainable. Just because a business buys and sells
used products doesn’t mean that they are automatically sustainable. At PIAS they are extending the life of
the product, which is delaying the inevitable fact that once a product is unsellable it will likely get thrown in
the dumpster. The whole system needs to be developed to be sustainable. This means that the products
need to be sustainable, and the organization needs to be run in a sustainable fashion by actually recycling,
repurposing, or reusing everything.
It’s not that Play It Again Sports can't recycle some of the gear, it's that they don't. While working at the
Richmond, Virginia location, this author observed this first hand. The owner of that particular location didn’t
care about recycling, had a throwaway mentality, and felt that with the store’s ongoing issues with space
there were no incentives for this type of program. Together with a coworker, this author spearheaded a
recycling program. Shortly after putting the program into effect, the owner threw away the bins and said that
the program wouldn’t work at his store…and that was just a simple system used to separate the paper and
plastic. PIAS stores are a franchise and owned by individual owners who hold the key to taking action
towards whether their store actually recycles anything or not. Unfortunately, there is no pressure or
instructions from the parent corporation, Winmark, to start and sustain any such programs. That is why
Whole Earth Sports was started. It will actually collect old gear with the goal to recycle, while proving that this
type of system can work and be sustainable at the same time.
The options that most people have currently consist of buying new sports products from places like Dick’s
Sporting Goods, Sports Authority, Scheels All Sports, Target, Wal-Mart, and specialty stores. These types
of stores only sell new products and some of the goods are very expensive, such as the equipment needed
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for popular sports like hockey, lacrosse, and football. The prices for new sports equipment can cost
hundreds of dollars per person. In a sport like hockey the costs can be enormous, which can prevent
participation. In Canada, a family on average spends $1,500 a year per child just play in the game. This
makes it hard to grow the popularity of the sport and difficult for youths from families with lower incomes and
multiple children to play. They could buy used equipment, but it adds up and the stigma many young
athletes experience from not using new high-end equipment is real. Kids pressure their parents to buy them
new gear so they are not picked on for using used gear (Macgregor). This isn’t an old problem; the high cost
of gear was even addressed in the 1992 sports film The Mighty Ducks. It was illustrated through dialogue
when the main character, Gordon Bombay (played by Emilio Estevez), was trying to convince his boss,
Donald Ducksworth (played by Josef Sommer), to help the hockey team with a rebranding of the team and
purchasing of new equipment. Stephen Herek directed the movie and the dialogue went like this:
BOMBAY. The truth is sir; fair play doesn’t come cheap. These kids-my team-they have no
money. They can’t afford skates, or rink time, or equipment, or proper uniforms, which
makes it hard for them to compete. Imagine sir, being ten years old, stepping onto the ice
with old copies of the Inquirer taped to your shins instead of pads.
DUCKSWORTH. How much are we talking about?
BOMBAY. Fifteen thousand.
DUCKSWORTH. No way.
BOMBAY. Sir, Think of the goodwill. We name the team after the firm, and suddenly we’re the
good guys. Ducksworth, Saver and Gross: the firm that gives back to the community.
This movie is just one example of not only how uplifting and positive sports can be to a community, but also
the tremendous hurdles and costs that can go along with sports like hockey that require a lot of protective
equipment.
People can purchase sports equipment at a discount through buying used gear at either Play It Again
Sports, eBay, Goodwill/Thrift Stores, or through donations. At PIAS the cost of used gear is roughly half of
what it is new, but it depends on the local market of particular locations. They do not offer a rental service,
but they do provide a buyback process for sports gear. Some can get their gear from eBay, but there is no
guarantee that they will get a good deal or receive it within the time frame it is needed. Thrift stores like
Goodwill are a good choice to get really inexpensive gear, but it can be hard to find exactly what specific
consumers are looking for. The way sports gear is bought and sold is sporadic and unstructured and leads
to unsustainable actions by the consumer. For youth and incoming athletes, the facts that they have to
purchase sports gear that they are going to grow out of and the possibility that they may not even like the
sport, support the need for a business to provide athletes and families with the ability to rent instead of buy.

PRODUCT-SERVICE SYSTEMS
A product-service system (PSS) will help provide a sustainable way of distributing and recovering sports
protective equipment in a sustainable way that has a higher positive impact than a negative one. “A product
service system is a competitive system of products, services, supporting networks and infrastructure. The
system includes product maintenance, parts recycling and eventual product replacement, which satisfy
customer needs competitively and with lower environmental impact over the life cycle” (United Nations
Environment Programme).
This isn’t a new concept; it just hasn’t been applied to sports protective equipment in a way that makes it
sustainable to do so. A library is a classic example of a PSS where people can check out or ‘rent’ books
and return them when they are finished. This allows multiple users to use the same desired resource over
and over. A case study done by The Natural Step tells the sustainable story of the modular carpet company
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Interface. The company has experimented with the leasing of its carpet with the implementation of the
“Evergreen” program in 1996. This allows customers to essentially lease the carpet, paying for its use while
Interface maintains actual ownership of the product. Interface would take care of all installation,
maintenance, and reclamation of their carpet. The program has evolved since then, but the core principles of
a product-service system continue to this day (Harel).
A retailer called the Mountain Equipment Co-op is retailer that is based out of Vancouver, Canada and
provides a rental service to its members. It allows members the ability to rent the equipment necessary for
equipment related to recreational mountain sports, such as kayaks, backpacks, tents, and climbing gear.
This start-up began in 1971, and was created to compete with REI a similar company out of Seattle,
Washington (Mountain Equipment Co-op). Their sustainable-focused business model can serve as a
successful example that could be applied to businesses dealing with equipment for sports like hockey,
lacrosse, football, golf, tennis, and baseball/softball.
Both of these business models have realized that the development of sustainable innovations is imperative to
achieving sustainability throughout the world. And like them, the Whole Earth Sports brand will need to start
thinking in terms of the whole system and use innovative processes to achieve its goal of sustainability.
Doing this will require business models that best suit start-up sports companies that are aiming to be
sustainable and provide sustainable product options such as renting, reusing, repurposing, and recycling.
This is a process of developing a system that supports an authentic brand for a sustainable product and
identity through innovative processes and solutions.

IV. METHODOLOGY
This section of the paper will provide information on the methodologies and tools used in the process of
developing the sustainable-focused start-up, Whole Earth Sports. There are two parts to this section. In the
first section, the Business Model Canvas and its methodology will be discussed, along with The Living
Principles. After that, Biomimicry and Life’s Principles will both be briefly described.

A. Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas is a tool for start-ups and entrepreneurs. Creating a business plan is the
conventional way of starting a business. It is better suited for existing companies that have already been
established, but not for start-ups. According to Steve Blank, start-ups look for business models, and
established businesses execute business models. He states that, “Instead of executing business plans,
operating in stealth mode, and releasing fully functional prototypes, young ventures are testing hypotheses,
gathering early and frequent customer feedback, and showing “minimum viable products” to prospects. This
new process recognizes that searching for a business model (which is the primary task facing a startup) is
entirely different from executing against that model (which is what established firms do)” (Blank 5).
This methodology is called the “lean start-up.” The process is supposed to increase the odds of success for
start-ups. It’s based upon listening to the customer and validating or pivoting based on their feedback. The
process used is called the “customer development” phase of the lean start-up methodology. This forces
founders of the start-up to get outside of the building to validate their hypotheses that are placed on the
BMC. This will hopefully help the founders in the process of developing a business model that fits their idea
best (Blank 6).
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The Business Model Canvas was introduced in the book The Business Model Generation. It is a tool that has
been designed to aid start-ups in the initial stages of development. When developing the idea into an actual
business, the BMC exists as a template and a better way of visualizing what the business model will look like
(Osterwalder and Pigneaur 275-302).
BMC includes 9 sections, illustrated in Figure 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value Proposition: What value are you adding or creating by your existence?
Customer Segments: To whom are you marketing towards or whom does your VP help?
Channels: What avenues is the business going to use to sell, market, and operate?
Customer Relationships: How is the business going obtain and keep its customers?
Revenue Streams: Where is the money going to come from?
Key Partners: Who can the business partner with to add value?
Cost Structure: How will the start-up make money?
Key Activities: What are the key actions that make the start-up work?

Key Partners

Key Activities

Value Propositions

Key Resources

Cost Structure

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

Channels

Revenue Streams

Figure 1: Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneaur 718)

The BMC provides a lot of freedom and flexibility as to how to develop a business idea. “The business model
canvas lets you look at all nine building blocks of your business on one page. Each component of the
business model contains a series of hypotheses that you need to test” (Blank 4).
The business model development for this research occurred through the class Global Design Challenge, a
course offered through the Minneapolis College of Art and Design Sustainable Design Online program. This
process was the foundation for the research and development of this thesis. Students in the class were
separated into four teams to develop sustainable start-up ideas. Twelve students pitched ideas that could be
developed by each team throughout the course. The students then voted on which four ideas they most
wanted to work on for the rest of the semester. The idea for a sustainable used sports store was submitted
by the author of this paper and was one of the four ideas that won. The two students who joined the author
in the effort to develop this idea were Gautam Muralidharan and Wesley Petersen.

CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The team was sent out to listen to potential customers and interview them to get a feel for what the
customer actually wants and expects when buying sports gear. Feedback was taken from these interviews
and the data was uploaded onto the website Launchpad Central, which helped track the team’s progress
while navigating the Business Model Canvas (LaunchPad Central, Inc.). It is worth noting that this phase of
the research was done with a virtual team relying on telecommunication, which resulted in some challenges.
All team members were to conduct a total of at least eight interviews. Gautam Muralidharan and the author
of this paper conducted the majority of the interviews.
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Overarching questions were used throughout the research. The questions are described in the ‘Value
Proposition Experiments’ section on page 17. Potential customers provided answers to these questions
through casual interviews conducted by team members each week during this part of the development
process. The goal of the team was to get organic and honest feedback from potential customers. After an
interview was completed it was uploaded on the website, LaunchPad Central. Each team member then
provided a summary of their interviews with key insights, and validated the group’s hypotheses on the
Business Model Canvas. Based on the customer feedback received that week, the team would validate their
hypotheses with simple "Must Have", "Nice to Have", or "Don't Care" answers. Every week the group
focused on a different part of the canvas. The group kept track each week by uploading feedback onto the
BMC and seeing which hypotheses needed to be validated, invalidated, or where more investigation was
needed. This allowed the team the ability to adapt week by week based on the feedback they received
through the interviews they conducted. The group met at the end of each week to digest their feedback and
to pivot if it was needed.
The Living Principles
Sustainable principles are needed to guide the start-up so that when it is being executed it can stay on a
path that is beneficial to the planet. For further development in that area, Whole Earth Sports evaluated the
proposed business model using the sustainable framework called The Living Principles, which was created
by the American Institute of Graphic Arts. According to the framework, there are four main dimensions to
sustainability: “Drawing from decades of collective wisdom, theory and results, the Living Principles
framework weaves environmental, social, economic, and cultural sustainability into an actionable, integrated
approach that can be consistently communicated to designers, business leaders, educators and the public”
(The Living Principles).
On their website they describe the four streams for integrated sustainability as follows (The Living Principles):
•

Environment: “Actions and issues that affect natural systems, including climate change,
preservation, carbon footprint and restoration of natural resources.”

•

People: “Actions and issues that affect all aspects of society, including poverty, violence, injustice,
education, healthcare, safe housing, labor and human rights.”

•

Economy: “Actions and issues that affect how people and organizations meet their basic needs,
evolve, and define economic success and growth.”

•

Society: “Actions and issues that affect how communities manifest identity, preserve and cultivate
traditions, and develop belief systems and commonly accepted values.”

B. Biomimicry
“Biomimicry” is a term that was coined by Jenine M. Benyus, author of the book, Biomimicry: Innovation
Inspired by Nature. “Life’s Principles” can provide a reference for evaluating the sustainability of a product or
system (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute). Biomimicry is a framework for looking to nature for inspiration, and as an
example in how to solve human problems (Benyus).
Currently, companies like Nike are attempting to incorporate sustainable design measures into everything
they design, but have not shown the progress most would like to see. They are also having trouble
marketing the products they deem “green” to today’s athletes (Henderson, Locke and Lyddy 13). This is an
opportunity to look to nature for answers to some of these problems, which could allow many sports
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companies to progress by using the production of sports-related equipment as an example of successful
and sustainable design innovation,

LIFE’S PRINCIPLES
Nature has proved time and again that it can evolve and adapt to its environment. The designers of today
can use these principles to aid them in their design processes and evaluate their designs based on this
framework. According to the Biomimicry 3.8 Institute website:
Life’s Principles are design lessons from nature. Based on the recognition that Life on Earth is
interconnected and interdependent, and subject to the same set of operating conditions, Life
has evolved a set of strategies that have sustained over 3.8 billion years. Life’s Principles
represent these overarching patterns found amongst the species surviving and thriving on Earth.
Life integrates and optimizes these strategies to create conditions conducive to life. By learning
from these deep design lessons, we can model innovative strategies, measure our designs
against these sustainable benchmarks, and allow ourselves to be mentored by nature’s genius
using Life’s Principles as our aspirational ideals. (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute)
There are six main categories these principles fall into, illustrated in Figure 2 (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evolve to Survive
Adapt to Changing Conditions
Be Locally Attuned and Responsive
Use Life-Friendly Chemistry
Be Resource Efficient (Material and Energy)
Integrate Development with Growth

Figure 2: Life’s Principles (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute)
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Traditionally, the equipment used in sporting activities has been designed to increase player performance
and safety. Sport designs and systems can leverage Biomimicry to design equipment that is more innovative
as well as more sustainable.
Products Designed for Service
The products that flow through a business model need to be designed in a sustainable manner too. The
business model research explored the equipment that athletes use in their respective sports, and discovered
the equipment that would fit the product-service system. There are not many sustainable options for athletes
to choose from. In the product development phase the research used Biomimicry and Life’s Principles,
focusing primarily on the protective equipment for hockey and lacrosse; Specifically, shoulder pads that are
used for both of those sports.
The authors of the book Cradle to Cradle explain that designing a product for a product-service system
means designing them so that they can be disassembled and be put into the right material cycles (Braungart
and McDonough 114). They also state later that:
The advantages of this system, when fully implemented, would be threefold: it would produce
no useless and potentially dangerous waste; it would save manufacturers billions of dollars in
valuable materials over time; and, because nutrients for new products are constantly circulated,
it would diminish the extraction of raw materials (such as petrochemicals) and the manufacture
of potentially disruptive materials, such as PVC, and eventually phase them out, resulting in
more savings to the manufacturer and enormous benefit to the environment. (Braungart and
McDonough 114)
The sports equipment that will be used through the system set up by Whole Earth Sports will need to be
developed in a way that is sustainable and that encourages sustainable actions.

V.

RESULTS/FINDINGS

A. Business Model Development
Whole Earth Sports, the name of the start-up that was developed before this research, aims to be a
sustainable focused start-up by offering a rental service for sports gear. This would be primarily for team
sports like Hockey, Lacrosse, Football, Baseball/Softball, but would also work for some individual sports that
could use a rental service, such as Golf or Tennis. The start-up’s long-term goal is to take any piece of
sports equipment, regardless of which sport it pertains to, and make it more sustainable by providing a
structure in which a network can be used to create a “Cradle to Cradle” like system in which nothing goes to
waste and everything is food for something else (Braungart and McDonough, Cradle To Cradle: Remaking
The Way We Make Things). The goal is to be able to recycle, repurpose, or reuse anything that flows through
the product-service system that Whole Earth Sports has developed.
In the first week of the customer discovery process, the control questions listed below were asked of all
potential customers. These questions are directly tied back to the original VP statements, gain creators, and
pain relievers. In some cases customers were not told ahead of time about the actual business idea. This
was part of the effort to acquire feedback in a natural way.
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Would you rather rent or buy sporting equipment?
What type of equipment would you rent (team sports/seasonal/pricey)?
If something costs $100 how much would you pay to rent it?
How much do you spend on sports equipment yearly?
What is an acceptable condition for sports gear?
What do they think a valuable service would be?
How do you dispose of old gear?
What else would you like us to ask you about related to sports equipment?

Value Proposition
Week 1
Saving Money Is Important While Purchasing Sports Gear
Renting Sports Gear instead of Buying Gear
Sports Gear Disposal
Help Customer Obtain Affordable Sports Gear
Access To Seasonal Sports Gear
Trying Different Sports Gear Before Buying
Managing Logistics for Multi-Sport Athletes and Families
Figure 3: Value Proposition (BMC)

WHAT WAS LEARNED…
Initially the expectation was to provide an exclusive rental service for all sports equipment to provide a cost
savings benefit for schools, parents, and individuals who don’t want to incur the high cost of ownership. The
feedback showed that the value proposition needed to focus more on specific customer segments rather
than broad markets. This meant offering products for rent that included gear that was newer, well
maintained, expensive, and seasonal. Figure 3, as seen above has been updated based on the feedback
from the first week of interviews.
Viable markets included team sports for children and expensive team sports equipment in good to excellent
condition, with the possibility of tight coupling with rent-to-buy options. This would provide accommodations
for short-term rentals with provisions for customers to view and try out the equipment in a showroom. The
team identified its competitors; businesses such as Play It Again Sports and Dick’s Sporting Goods. New
cost components (i.e. shipping, etc.) that would influence how the VP was defined were also discovered.
The Value Propositions needed to focus on easy rental logistics. Deep relationships with clubs,
coaches/schools would help deliver the VP to potential customer segments.
Week 2 / Customer Segment
In the second week of research the team set out to hone in on specific Customer Segments and get some
more feedback on the proposed Value Propositions. Challenges discerned from the first set of interviews
were derived through feedback from customers that are used to doing things a certain way and were unsure
if renting would be right for them. Through nine interviews conducted in week two, the team set out to
determine if customers would be more inclined to try a rental option if it was proposed to them in a different
way.
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Many customers solve their problems today by going to the nearest sporting goods store, such as Dick’s
Sporting Goods, where they are forced to buy new and expensive gear. Alternatively, if a customer wants
used gear, they generally go to a store like Play It Again Sports where they are still forced to buy their
equipment. Ultimately, the majority of customers seeking sports equipment are currently forced to buy,
regardless of whether the product is new or used.
Parents are more of an economic buyer. They generally either buy new or used depending on the cost of
the equipment. From what the author of this paper has encountered during his employment at PIAS, parents
often struggle to come to grips with the high costs of some of the equipment, even if it’s being sold at a used
price. This happens a lot in reference to lacrosse and football products. Parents usually rely on the child’s
School or League to provide the equipment, or are often sent to retail stores to find the necessary equipment
on their own. Coaches are influential in this sense, regularly giving recommendations on sports equipment
brands and retailers to their athletes and athletes’ parents. Schools are economic buyers as well and right
now they buy in bulk, recouping costs through sports fees. Another group of economic buyers would be
individuals investing in memberships to gain access to sports equipment offered by gyms or recreational
centers. The other option for this group of buyers is to purchase their own equipment, which can be costly
for the average individual. Professional or semi-pro athletes usually buy based on performance and gain
access to equipment through sponsorship or purchasing brand new products.
By providing low cost rentals, the VP solves the customer’s problem in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Reduction in cost of ownership for parents and individuals who want to use new or like-new
athletic equipment without paying the retail cost for the item.
It helps avoid impulse buying of gym memberships or expensive gear.
It could provide an opportunity for customers to try the latest and greatest without having to
worry about being stuck with equipment they don’t like or need.
The VP would make it a one-stop shop for coaches or schools to get all their supplies for their
teams without incurring large amounts of time or cost.

Customer Segment
Week 2
Low Income Communities
Student Athletes
Sports Teams for Children
Schools
Professional Clubs and Organizations
Parents of School Children with Multiple Sports
Players of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and Children)
Figure 4: Customer Segment (BMC)

WHAT WAS LEARNED...
Because of the feedback from the previous week’s interviews, specific segments were identified before
interviews for week two. In last week’s interviews anybody who needs sports equipment was targeted as a
potential customer. The assumption was that everything could be rented and everyone would be interested
in all kinds of sports equipment. The feedback showed that the customers interviewed were very cost-
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conscious. More interestingly, they also turned out to be time-conscious; most people put convenience over
some cost increase according to the group’s feedback. Up to this point, the data showed the most viable
customers to be a smaller subset, like hockey or lacrosse athletes, because their equipment cost is high and
their gear is more suited to being rented. This is a change from the broader segments that were identified
earlier. The group needed to differentiate between a user and a buyer in our Customer Segments. It seemed
that most of the interviewees advised that they didn’t really care about using pre-owned products as long as
they were clean and well maintained. The BMC was updated based on this feedback and the additions
made to the Customer Segment section are illustrated in Figure 4.
Week 3 / Channels
The original focus was to use ‘brick and mortar’ satellite stores to distribute the physical goods that would be
sold. Once critical mass could be met and a respectable operating system achieved, the start-up would try
to go through online channels and network the stores. During the early stages of the company the strategy
would focus on building a large volume of customers for its base. This would mean possibly piggybacking on
existing distribution channels available through department stores like Target.
Once a large enough customer-base could be established, ideally the business could take back more profit
by operating self-owned distribution channels, depending less on retailers and resellers. The Web/Online
arena will always be an option for customers to rent and have items shipped to them. When using partners
like retailers as a means of distribution, they also have an opportunity to collect part of the profit.
Channels
Week 3
Direct Sales
Subcontract through community programs
Health clubs or team activities at school
Website based inventory backed up with distribution centers (warehouses)
Delivered products for members (schools, sports organizations)
Allow athletes to test new gear from sponsored companies
Membership discounts/offers
Kiosks in existing dept. stores
Figure 5: Channels (BMC)

WHAT WAS LEARNED...
Through the interviews conducted this week it was discovered that direct sales channels like conventional
retail environments can quickly become expensive if logistical costs are not managed very well. Potential
problems could occur, such being overstocked with surplus product if efficient distribution channels aren’t
found. Customers were excited about potentially being able to have an online portal available to them for
browsing and ordering purposes, but also expressed interest in being able to try on and view the product in
person.
The team decided that to add a reseller/retail distribution channel during the initial stages of the company
would mean high costs and reduced revenue. Data showed that utilizing traditional retail stores as
distribution channels at this stage of development was an unnecessary and illogical route for the start-up to
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take. This basically meant that the distribution channel would have to be web-based going forward, and that
a facility, such as a warehouse, would be necessary to house inventory and run operations out of. The
distribution channel is really important to the success of the start-up. Focusing on the development of an
app or website would help create a system in which products can be tracked and managed in a sustainable
manner, benefiting both the customer and the business. Figure 5 shows the changes made to the group’s
Channels and would definitely need to be fine-tuned as the start-up evolved.
Week 4 / Customer Relationships
In week 4 the goal was to figure out what the customer relationship would be. How would Whole Earth
Sports get, keep, and grow a customer base? And what kind of metrics would be used to help ensure that
outcome? Therefore, the team set out to determine if customers would be dissuaded or enticed by
committing to renting equipment for at least one season; maybe two seasons for peak sports seasons. This
would mean the business would need to retain customers for at least four to six months to make a profit.
The expectation set was to have an acquisition cost of about $50 to $75 per customer, and $80 to $100
total for each online customer. This would be done through local advertising efforts geared towards schools
and student users.
Customers would be obtained through online advertising methods and by partnering with youth sports
organizations. To keep them membership discounts would be offered based on the sport and plan chosen.
To continue growing the customer base, discounts would be given for existing customer referrals and deals
would be provided for bulk orders.
Customer Relationships
Week 4
Building access through community athletic events/schedules
Individual Customer (Personal Assistance)
Schools, Clubs, Organizations (Dedicated Support)
Coaches/Instructors who have special access to athletes
Membership Discounts/Offers
Figure 6: Customer Relationships (BMC)

WHAT WAS LEARNED...
At the conclusion of the interviews a division remained amongst the team members regarding which
channels would be best to use in order to build customer relationships (brick and mortar vs. online, or both).
Committing to both of these channels meant different kinds of relationships that would have to be developed
and maintained. Customers at PIAS often stated that they would like to have the option to browse the
store’s inventory online. Unfortunately, PIAS doesn’t have a system in place that allows customers to do this
in an efficient and effective manner. Through interviews, it seemed that potential customers for the start-up
were pointing out that they would like the option of being able to browse an online inventory of rental
options. In contrast, a few of the interviewees also related they would rather go to a physical store to view
their options in person, the reason often being that they preferred to try items on and see them first-hand
before committing to a purchase. Eventually, it was decided that for initial start-up, a membership
developed through an online portal system would be the most viable option. It was also learned that some
customers wanted some type of loyalty or membership program that could be used to acquire perks, such
as free delivery and take back, online event planners, and equipment packages on the website. Parents
expressed a desire for specialized help based on the sport their child was in so they would receive the
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proper equipment (support line, help lines etc.). They also wanted well-maintained gear with some kind of
guarantee in reference to the safety and maintenance of the used product. Customers also indicated that
they did not want the hassle of having to deal with the pick-up or drop-off of sporting goods, and would
prefer direct delivery.
Based on this feedback it was decided to focus on the web channel and initially on the creation of an online
portal for viewing and renting sporting goods. The customer would not be able to look at the product
physically, but the fact that the online experience would allow the business to be maintained from a core
location, such as a warehouse, instead of having a conventional physical retail environment, would allow the
business to transfer its savings back to other services geared towards customers. Seen on Figure 6 the
membership idea has been added.
RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM
Figure 7 (shown below) is a diagram that helps visualize the customer relationships of the business model.
The focus of renting or buying sports gear is in the bigger circle and the arrows flowing between them
illustrate the relationships they have to one another. It also demonstrates the flow of materials, starting from
the vendors, who supply the products, to the customers, who will be utilizing the products, and to Whole
Earth Sports, who will buy from the vendors and rent those products the customers. The darker shaded
circles illustrate the most emphasized parts of the business model, while the circles in lighter shades of green
represent the least emphasized aspects of business model.

Figure 7: Customer Relationship Diagram

Week 5 / Revenue Streams
In the fifth week of the customer development process the group needed to start figuring out where the
revenue would come from and how it would affect the strategy going forward. Before any feedback was
received, the thought was that users would rent the product as opposed to buying it for a cheaper cost of
ownership or maintenance. Members could get the rent-to-buy option through a membership. Another
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revenue stream considered was from potential sponsors of sustainable sports products that will pay for
access to client users. The thoughts were that the start-up would make profits by leasing the same inventory
to multiple customers and break even if a product gets rented for at least two to three seasons (four to six
months each).
The company would primarily use an online e-commerce model like Amazon, Netflix, and Zappos that would
sell directly to the customer and provide a product recovery service. Membership prices could be based on
the sustainability of the product, the age of the product (new, like new, used), the amount of users known,
duration of the rental, and type of item. Some additional revenue could also be obtained by, reselling older
products, recycling materials, and allowing customers to purchase products through the rental service.
The group wanted to see how much a customer would be willing to pay for the services being offered. They
wanted to understand the impact that the state of the item (new, like new and used) was in relation to what
the customer was willing to spend. Research included the fact that the business would need a
pricing/renting model for different types of equipment or customer segments. Questions researched
included: How much would a customer pay for membership and for what services? Would customers prefer
month-to-month option, a yearly membership, or would they be open to commit to long-term agreements
like three months or longer? Is a membership offering something our customers would be willing to pay? It
was decided that the customer could potentially receive store credit by achieving points through trading in,
donating, and/or sharing equipment.
Revenue Streams
Week 5
Renting
Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports Brands
Rent to own
Membership Dues
Figure 8: Revenue Streams (BMC)

WHAT WAS LEARNED...
From what was learned in week five, it was discovered that there could be a significant cost of inventory and
logistics that would transfer to the customer. An appropriate way of receiving revenue without turning them
away with high price rentals would need to be provided. Individuals might not provide as much return on
investment from the start as teams and organizations could. Similar to the Play It Again Sports used retail
price point, the customers said that they would be interested in renting if their rental (cost to rent for one
season, four to six months) was no more than fifty percent of the cost of the item. This validated the group’s
assumption that to break even, they would have to rent the same item to two to three customers, or for two
to three seasons. Based on the group’s income statement (See Appendix A), at this point of research the
rental prices could be on average of $50 to $60 per month across different types of equipment. This is
because some of the potential customers stated that they would be willing to pay between $10 and $75 a
month depending on the sport and amount of athletes. The key to Whole Earth Sports’ revenue stream
would be to lower inventory cost and target more teams and organizations. This could potentially mean
more customers and longer commitment periods. Figure 8 shows the BMC with the addition of membership
dues to the Revenue Streams.
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Week 6 / Key Partnerships
The next part of the research was to discover potential key partnerships that could help aid the viability of the
Value Proposition. This is important to the growth of a sustainable start-up. The expectation was to forge
strategic relationships with key partners that could potentially create joint-business relationships and cocompetitions once more progress would be made.
The hypotheses for potential profit/revenue sharing would need some strategic partners and suppliers. Some
examples could either be clubs or sports manufacturers that may want a cut of the profits to partner with
Whole Earth Sports. The thought here was to partner with brands that are focused on providing safe and
sustainable sports gear. The business would ideally bear the risk of faulty or hazardous inventory only after
another brand’s products have been refurbished or repaired.
Partnering with trucking or shipping companies would allow distribution of rentals, but not without some
costs incurred for reasons such as having to drive through neighborhoods for their primary customer, and
given the fact that we would only likely use a smaller portion of the truck space even if we don’t use the
entire route. The same principle applies to sharing warehouse space. Eventually, if Whole Earth Sports uses
the supply chain in departmental stores it may have to pay a healthy portion of its revenue for being located
in their stores (like the app store).
Key Partners
Week 6
Schools
Sports Manufacturers and Designers
Equipment Repair Shops
Coaches and Instructors
Gyms and Sports Clubs
Trucking Companies
Large Manufacturing Companies
With Warehouses
Department Store Chains
Investors, Banks
Figure 9: Key Partners (BMC)

WHAT WAS LEARNED...
The Key Partnerships identified were primarily centered on organizations like Schools, Clubs etc. They would
partner with Whole Earth Sports because it would give them access to cheaper equipment for youths and
their families. The business may also have to outsource to an equipment repair businesses at first. The
business would have to be aware that some partners would have some high costs, which would take away
from its margins. Certain relationships would have pretty high standards in terms of quality of goods,
timeliness of service, etc. To succeed in partnering with these partners, Whole Earth Sports would need to
set very clear expectations in terms of what they would need and what they could provide in return. The
group’s interviews gave them a few additional ideas. For example, a Windows manufacturing company
employee talked about how Whole Earth Sports could potentially use shared warehouse or trucking space.
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They would be key logistical partners who may not directly help Whole Earth Sports sell goods, but would be
required to provide “the whole product”. Key Partners would determine if Whole Earth Sports would be able
to successfully perform the key activities needed to stay operation, be profitable, and ultimately, sustainable.
The Key Partners have been updated and seen on Figure 9.
KEY PARTNERSHIPS
In Figure 10 (below) the values and risks involved with potential partnerships are illustrated. These are not
customer segments, but partners that will help achieve Whole Earth Sports’ value propositions. Schools are
where most of potential customers get their sports experience, so it would make sense to at least partner
with them to build a customer base.
PARTNERS

TYPE

VALUE

RISKS

Schools

Strategic

Coaches &
Instructors

Strategic

Sports
Manufacturers &
Designers

Joint-Business

Provide channel to serve critical customer
segments (students, parents, amateur
athletes etc.)
Provide channel to serve critical customer
segments (students, parents, amateur
athletes etc.)
Provide customers to try out latest and
greatest

Harder to work out financial agreements
with public/government schools (slower
response/decision times)
May not be possible to strike a legal
agreement given the loose nature of the
relationship
Harder to get on the radar of major players
like Nike etc. as a small company

Equipment Repair
Shops

Supplier

Get cheaper/used equipment that can be
refurbished and rented

Quality of inventory and associated liability
and risk management

Gyms and Sports
Clubs

Strategic

Provide channel to serve critical customer
segments (adult sports enthusiasts etc.)

May be difficult to keep up with demand

Trucking
Companies
Large
Manufacturing
Companies
Departmental
Chains

Supplier

Leverage existing transportation network to
distribute/deliver rentals
Provide cheap warehousing options

At the whim of what is available vs. what
we want for routes
At the whim of what is available vs. what
we want for space

Provide prime real estate to deploy
eventually deploy rental kiosks (like Redbox)

Potentially can develop it themselves given
they have best access to their customers

Supplier

Co-competition

Figure 10: Key Partners

Week 7 / Key Resources, Key Activities, & Cost Structure
Week seven was the last week of interviews and research. It covered the last three parts of the Business
Model Canvas in brief matter. The Key Resources section was the main focus of the week and the team
continued to ask potential customers about spending habits related to sporting equipment. The group
needed to find the price point at which renting becomes lucrative over buying for their customers and
develop the Cost Structure. This caused them to discuss different types of discounting mechanisms, such as
membership agreements, that would be appealing to customers when signing up for yearly rentals. The Key
Activities section is where they would figure out how to properly offer rent or buy options, along with the
activities of running a sustainable business and the main aspect of Whole Earth Sports: reusing, repairing,
repurposing, and recycling all products and materials that flow through its product-service system.
WHAT WAS LEARNED...
The last week of interviews showed that there needs to be further development in the Cost Structure section
because there wasn’t enough time to dive deeper and get into the price point structure for product buybacks
and renting. It is known that the key resource to the business model is the sports equipment itself, and how
the system will work would determine the cost structure. Inventory costs are the most important aspect that
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Whole Earth Sports needs to develop. Also, once the business has success, the brand will be a vital
resource to leverage because of the value it would add to existing products and sustainability standards. 
PHYSICAL, FINANCIAL, INTELLECTUAL, AND HUMAN
This table below (Figure 11) lists the Key Resources that will allow the start-up to get launched and
operational. They include the types of resources, and descriptions of what each means to the start-up:
RESOURCES
Sports Equipment (new and used)
IT Department
Sales and Marketing Team
Warehouse
Support Team
Shipping and Transportation
Front Office
Money
Figure 11: Key Resources

DESCRIPITON
Physical inventory
Design, build and support for website
Part time (1 or 2)
For storage and distribution
Outsourced help desk (2 or 3)
Trucking, delivery and shipping support
Founders (non-salaried)
Financial Support

BUSINESS MODEL PROPOSAL
Whole Earth Sports uses a rent-to-rent, or rent-to-own, business model that provides customers with new
and pre-owned sports equipment. The model provides the foundation for the start-up to be able to rent out,
reuse, repair, repurpose, and recycle sports protective equipment for sports such as Ice Hockey, Lacrosse,
Football, and Baseball/Softball. The primary customers will be youth participating in team sports, their
parents, and coaches. This demographic was developed over the duration of seven weeks with forty-six
customer interviews conducted (twenty-nine males, and seventeen females).
Whole Earth Sports plans on collaborating with several key partners, such as schools, coaches, instructors,
gyms, and sports clubs to access a wide variety of young athletes and their parents. These partnerships
provide access to the customer base seeking an affordable option, which will provide them with access to
sports equipment for various teaming sports. The service provided by the business model will help reduce
the costs associated with maintaining, updating, and storing this equipment, as well as the initial cost of
buying. The advantage to the customer is that they don’t have to commit to purchasing the necessary
equipment for a sport that they may just want to try, or equipment that a younger athlete is going to outgrow
in one season. The online portal allows parents and coaches to keep track of multiple athletes and different
types of sports equipment, alleviating some of the worries many parents have about buying the right gear
and assisting them with the, sometimes daunting, task of keeping track of multiple athletes and their
equipment.
The start-up aims to team up with leading sports manufacturers in an effort to target and attract elite and
semi-pro users of sports equipment. Based on the customer interviews, it seems that current sports
participants want to be on the cutting edge of trying and using new sports equipment. By partnering up with
Whole Earth Sports, manufacturers of sports brands like Nike, would have the opportunity to test products
being developed more sustainably or “green,” on professionals that have an interest in trying and testing their
equipment.
Customer Interview Feedback
The aim was to get feedback about proposed hypotheses that were being developed on the BMC. The
BMC and hypotheses were scored on the website LaunchPad Central. The graph in Figure 12, shown
below, shows the feedback based on the responses received after the interviews. If a team member thought
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the potential customer really liked what the start-up was proposing they gave them a “Must Have” answer,
which was reflected in the data. Whole Earth Sports conducted research by interviewing prospective
customers over a period of seven weeks and refining the focus of those interviews based on that feedback.
(See Appendix C and D for detailed versions of the customer feedback scorecard and the customer
interview summaries.)
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK GRAPH

Figure 12: Customer Feedback Graph

Business Model
This model will continue to evolve and change as the business grows and adapts to market conditions. The
Business Model Canvas shown below (Figure 13) is a visualization of the business model that the start-up will
try to execute when it is launched. Each section of the Business Model was researched through these
potential customer interviews. As illustrated in Figure 13, each section of the BMC has a list of the
hypotheses that were explored. The hypotheses in bold represent the ideas for the business model that are
most essential and embody the primary focus of the business model for Whole Earth Sports.
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Figure 13: Proposed Business Model Canvas

Key Metrics that define the Business Model
Figure 14 shows the key metrics that define the business model, found in the table below. These metrics aim
to measure the start-up’s profitability.
METRIC

DESCRIPTION
Inventory cost
(procurement and
maintenance)

EXPECTED VALUE OF METRIC

Average Selling
Price

Average rental
cost/month

We expect to have a median rental cost of $40-50. This price was arrived based on customer
feedback on purchasing power and our cost calculations/margin

Market Size
and Type

The total size of the
sporting equipment
renting market

This is to be determined given that this is a fairly new market (no clear competitors in the US, one
identified in Canada). “U.S. sporting equipment sales at retail sporting goods stores are $42.6
billion yearly, according to U.S. government figures” (Plunket Research, Ltd.). Our assumption is
the sports equipment rental market to be somewhere in the middle (at least $10Bn)

Market Share

Whole Earth Sports
share of the identified
market

Based on our income statements and customer forecasts we hope to tap 0.01% of the rental
market share in year 1 and grow at 10-20% annually reaching a cap of 0.5% by year 3

YOY Growth
Rate

Expected revenue
growth rate

Companies in the sporting goods sales business experience a 3% growth annually (Example
Sports Authority). Companies in the large outdoor sports rental business experience a 2.2% growth
rate. For the initial years we expect a growth rate of 15-20% YOY for the first three years given
smaller revenue goals. Starting year 3 we expect our growth to slowly decline as expected to
industry values based on higher revenue numbers.

Competitor
Pricing

How does our price
point compare to our
competitors.

The rental prices of the Canadian rental company noted above can vary according to geographical
location and type of equipment. We expect to undercut (by 5%) or match this competitor's prices
initially. We expect to be able to price lower based on our ability to procure cheaper used
equipment. This competitor's inventory is refreshed more frequently.

Total Operation
Costs

Total costs yearly to
operate the business

About 500k based on fixed and variable costs with a 20% increase YOY for first three years

Margin

Profit/Revenue %

We expect to price our offering with a 25% margin Year 1 with a 5-6% margin increase YOY for
first three years

Number of
customers

Number of paying
customers for 2
seasons

This is the number of paying customers for at least 6 months (2 sports seasons) to breakeven the
CAC invested.

Burn Rate

Cash spent per month

We expect to spend on an average 40k per month with peak spending 2-3 months before sports
seasons on advertising, marketing and promotional offers in time for season.

Product Cost

We expect this to be about $600k for year 1 with a 20% increase based on target customer base
of 12,000-15,000 customers for year-1 that rent for at least 6 months

Figure 14: Key Metrics
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Prototype
The figure below (Figure 15) is a prototype for the proposed solution for Whole Earth Sports. It represents
the online portal channel where the customer will be able to access the inventory of sports protective
equipment. This solution provides an easy way for customers to browse, rent-to-try, buy, return, sell, or
donate sports equipment. Customers will first select an item they would like to rent, and will then be provided
with an option to search for a specific item or sport. Based on the selected item and its condition, they will
be presented with a price depending on the duration of the rental. Based on feedback collected from
prospective customers they expected to pay anywhere between $10-50 per month for access to a selection
of sports equipment they would like to try.
The price they would pay will be determined by:
• Sport
• Type of Equipment
• Condition
• Duration of Rental
• Number of Past Users
For long-term rentals, Whole Earth Sports anticipates offering discounts since this amortizes the cost of
investment. Before renting, a user is prompted to join the Whole Earth Sports Club. Joining allows the
customer to opt for sign-up to a membership program that would cost about $75 a year. These optional
yearly memberships will provide customers with numerous benefits, such as priority access to the latest
equipment, free shipping, and discounts for multiple athletes. This is a one-time fee that a customer can
optionally sign up for and Whole Earth Sports provides the additional premium offers at no cost. Once the
order is received, Whole Earth Sports will ship items directly to the customer’s doorstep based on the type of
shipment selected. Other delivery options will be available for members who have more specialized needs.
ONLINE PORTAL PROTOTYPE

Figure 15: Whole Earth Sports Prototype
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Guiding Principles
The team used The Living Principles in developing the business model proposal. Brands such as Whole
Earth Sports provide an opportunity to educate the public about how they can impact the environment
through sports. The sports brand will advocate for more sustainable sports in the future by using The Living
Principles design framework. The brand Whole Earth Sports can use them to advocate for not only a healthy
lifestyle, but also a sustainable one. It is so important for businesses to advocate for sustainability and
influence their customers to make decisions that will benefit the planet. A values-based business isn’t only
concerned with making money; it is concerned with providing value to the world. Nobody wants to have a
negative impact on people or the environment, but it happens. That’s why businesses that try to act in a
sustainable way will ultimately succeed in the end. In the sections below, the potential impacts on
sustainability from the start-up are discussed.
ENVIRONMENT:
Whole Earth Sports can look to reduce the amount of sports equipment that ends up in the waste stream by
providing sustainable services to the customer. These services look to extend the life of sports equipment
for as long as possible and help create a paradigm shift from a throw-away mentality to a mindset where
nothing goes to waste and people reuse, recycle, and repurpose everything in their daily lives.
There will be a focus on providing access to greener product options for customers to choose from so they
can try and test product performance for themselves. This could influence the supply chain to provide more
sustainable products, therefore helping to create a platform for greener sports equipment to compete with
the conventional products, ultimately influencing the way manufacturers develop their products. The
guidelines developed from the research on Biomimicry will help them design in a sustainable fashion. The
goal for the future is to offer recycling, repurposing, and reusing of all sports gear when each product has
reached its end, as well as to further reduce waste in the sporting goods industries as well.
When the building is found for the start-up, the business will try to operate in a sustainable fashion by using
clean and renewable energy to power its warehouse location, and by using environmentally friendly cleaning
practices on gear that is being maintained.
PEOPLE:
Sports have the ability to teach many skills that can be used throughout a person’s life, as well as being a
great way to get exercise. Health is very important and it is necessary for people to do whatever it takes to
help promote physical activity. The goal is to break down the barriers for all sports. Kids shouldn’t be
prevented from trying a sport because it is too expensive. This will be about providing people who can’t
afford it the opportunity to play a sport. “Sports are a health and educational asset for U.S. girls and boys.
Organized sports are associated with children’s general health and body esteem, healthy weight, popularity,
quality of life and educational achievement. Female athletes often derive greater benefits from athletic
participation than their male peers (Sabo and Veliz 4-5).
ECONOMY:
The company’s objective is to reduce the operating costs for customers and provide accessibility to more
sports for all cultures and incomes. To price the equipment, the start-up will need to look at the total lifetime
value of products and base the price on that. The membership option will reduce the premium that is usually
associated with renting and eco-conscious products. The goal is to base decisions on financial profit, the
quality of the product, and how it easily it can be repaired and recycled. Economic benefits for the customer
come from the service costing less money up front to acquire the product in need, and saving them from
wasting money on unused equipment over an athlete’s lifetime. Price is the key factor in making
sustainability normal and that is what Whole Earth Sports aims to do (Williams).
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CULTURE:
The customer interviews show that using pre-owned equipment is a tough sell because customers want
their own equipment that is in good condition. The opportunity to rent quality gear will work to shift
customers’ mindset so that buying pre-owned equipment is not frowned upon. Data about specific pieces
of sports equipment will inform customers about how many times it has been used and what kinds of repairs
it has had, basically providing a narrative of the product’s life.

WHAT WAS LEARNED...
Through this process, it was found that this business model could provide an affordable and diverse rental
service for new, used, and refurbished sports equipment that will allow customers to browse, select, and
rent using an online platform, such as an application. Based on feedback from the customer interviews there
is significant demand for renting new, like-new, or reused sports protective equipment for team sports.
Customers today are burdened with the logistics of keeping track of what they need to participate in
organized sports, how much is needed, and often over-spending based on how much the product actually
gets used. They were also very open to the idea of trying before buying, and they thought that it would be
good to see a change in the way they go about acquiring their respective sports equipment. Now it is time
to start establishing relationships with key partners, customers, collecting inventory to distribute, and
developing a website.
RENTING VS. OWNERSHIP
Research showed that most customers preferred to own their sports equipment rather than renting them,
unless they were asked if they would like to try gear before fully committing to purchasing it. This is an
opportunity for the business model created for Whole Earth Sports to influence the customer into sustainable
action. Customers will be able to try gear out through a rental system without having to commit to buying
the product. It will not be a new product; it will be a used item cleaned through sustainable cleansing
processes and maintained in compliance with safety standards. The price of the rental will be determined
based on the membership level the customer opted into. The type of sport the customer wants access to
will help them determine which tier to opt into.
TEAM CONTACT SPORTS
Certain sports equipment would work well as rentals, while it may be difficult to provide a rental option for
some other types of sports equipment. The sports that got the most favorable reviews from the interviews
were hockey, lacrosse, and football. Others that were considered were golf, baseball/softball, tennis, and
soccer. Contact sports and the sports that require the most equipment look to be the most viable option for
Whole Earth Sports as of right now. Eventually the goal is to be able to handle all sports equipment, but that
will only happen if there is sustainable growth.
TELLING THE PRODUCT STORY
Developing the online platform and handling the equipment logistics are key aspects of the current business
model that need more development. To help customers get over their fears of using pre-owned equipment
and encouraging the rental aspect, Whole Earth Sports will need to provide the customer with information
about the life cycle of the gear. They should be shown how many previous owners it had, the kinds of
repairs it has undergone, and given an explanation regarding the sustainable cleaning process that the
business will be using. This key activity of the business model will develop over time with more
information. The information that provided to the customer will help influence sustainable choices.
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B. Product Development
In order to develop a stronger relationship in the product-service system, and have a higher positive impact,
Whole Earth Sports would have to aid in the development of the products that are a part of the system. The
next section briefly shows the application of Life’s Principles and Biomimicry in the design of multi-sport
shoulder pads that could be developed to assist in the progression of a more sustainable product-service
system. What is shown is the initial ideation for potential development of products. It is to encourage
designers to look to nature to help aid them in their pursuit of innovation and sustainable development. The
goal here is to develop products in such a way that they can exist in a sustainable supply-chain.
Protection Equipment for Hockey, Lacrosse, Football, and Baseball/Softball
The equipment focused on in this research comes from sports that the business model is designed to
handle. Athletes participating in hockey, lacrosse, football and baseball/softball are all required to wear
some kind of protective equipment. Key areas of an athlete’s body need to be protected based on the sport
they are playing. The areas of the body that athletes need protection for when playing the aforementioned
sports are the head, face, shoulders, chest, ribs, spine, biceps, elbows, hands, legs, and shins. In each
sport there are positions that require more protection than others, such as the goalie in hockey, and catcher
in baseball/softball. Each sport has made some of this equipment mandatory and as leagues and
organizations continue to learn about the impacts on the body, they change the requirements to keep their
respective athletes safe (Quinn).
Since all of these sports need to protect their athletes from impacts, some of this equipment could be
designed in such a way that one piece of alterable equipment could be used by athletes playing multiple
sports. This makes the most sense in the lower level sports where youths are trying different sports that they
want to play. Why not make products so that with a few attachments or tweaks to a specific piece of
equipment they could be used in multiple sports? Each sport has different requirements, so it might not
work for all pieces of equipment, but for some, it makes more sense to design them in such a manner.
As the science becomes more and more clear in regards to player safety, some protection needs to be
upgraded. A good example of this is the frequent occurrence of concussions in high impact sports,
especially in a sport such as football. Some of this has to do with the equipment, and some with the rules of
the game (The Nemours Foundation). The focus here is to improve the way these products are made so that
the environment is not negatively impacted by their production, use, and disposal process. Since protective
gear is necessary for these sports, products are made in a way that makes them durable, safe, and
breathable.
Technology has improved dramatically in regards to safety. The equipment used in past years for some of
these sports has changed dramatically with technology advancements. Foams, plastics, and carbon fiber
composites are now the common materials used, as opposed to metals and leather in the old days. For
sports it’s all about performance and giving athletes the ability to play their sport at a high level.

DESIGNING SHOULDER PADS – HOCKEY AND LACROSSE
A great example of protective sports equipment that was chosen to explore was shoulder pads. The
shoulder pads used in hockey and lacrosse, as well as the protective gear used for elbows and gloves, are
almost identical. In the case of shoulder pads, they are made to protect the same parts of the body in both
of these sports. The purpose of shoulder pads is to protect the sternum, collarbone, shoulders, biceps, ribs,
and spine (Bauholz). The only real difference between the two is the plastic cover used to protect the
shoulders. In hockey, the shoulder caps are in a rounded shape to cover the shoulder in case of an impact
from other players or from the ice. For lacrosse, the shoulder cap is straighter across, and is in a rectangular
shape that is parallel with the collarbone. The reason for this difference is because in lacrosse, the player
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needs to be able to lift their arms above their head in order to shoot the ball with the lacrosse stick. The
protection isn’t as necessary in lacrosse; in the professional levels they take off the bicep pad and the
shoulder cap size is reduced significantly. The differences are illustrated in Figure 16 (below).

SHOULDER PAD EXAMPLES:
HOCKEY

LACROSSE

Figure 16: Hockey Shoulder Pads

Figure 13: Lacrosse Shoulder Pads

Applying Life’s Principles
The next step was to look at Life’s Principles and apply them to sports protective equipment. This calls for
the application of Life’s Principles in the design of shoulder pads. Interpreting these principles in the creation
of sports protective systems in order to make them sustainable resulted in the following design guidelines:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Replicate Strategies that Work
– Look at other sports equipment to see if they are more effective than your solution.
Use Readily Available Materials and Energy
– Use environmentally friendly and local materials. Also, use solar and clean renewable energy in
production.
Cultivate Cooperative Relationships
– Hockey and Lacrosse: combining their efforts to achieve similar goals.
Use Life-Friendly Chemistry
– Replacing petroleum based plastics with cellulose-based plastics.
Build Selectively with a Small Subset of Elements
– Get rid of unnecessary components.
Do Chemistry in Water
– Don’t use chemicals that will poison the water supply and make sure the water is cleaner on
the way out then on the way in.
Be Resource Efficient (Material and Energy)
– This will bring production costs down.
Use Multi-Functional Design
– Create equipment that can be used for multiple sports, and show how it can be used for nonsporting applications.
Recycle All Materials
– Can only be done if it the equipment is easy to disassemble and materials are recyclable.
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Fit Form to Function
– This principle is already being applied throughout the industry.
Integrate Development with Growth
– Accommodate designs for growing children.
Build from the Bottom-Up
– Start with a base pad, adding on additional pieces that provide more protection when
necessary.

NATURE’S EXAMPLE
One example of Life’s Principles inspiring the development of a piece of protective equipment is with the
creation of a safer and recyclable bike helmet. It took inspiration from woodpeckers because they
experience severe head impacts all the time. The designer notes that it is because the woodpecker has a
corrugated cartilage structure which helps reduce the impact on the brain. “Instead of the standard EPS
(extruded polystyrene) the helmet liner is made from laser-cut pieces of recycled, dual-density honeycomb
board - which is created from paperboard. The liner is 15% lighter than an EPS board, which reduces the
potential carbon footprint of the helmet” (Streeter).
Shoulder Pad Concept
So why not make these two different shoulder pads in a way so that young athletes could use them for both
sports? Through this design, the customer could also buy the base pad and get the attachments for
different sports as needed. By making the shoulder caps removable and replaceable, it is possible that the
shoulder pads could be used for both sports. This feature also makes it easier to repair and disassemble. For
most lacrosse shoulder pads, the bicep pad is removable with a Velcro strap.
This concept builds upon that idea of making the shoulder caps, as well as the sternum and back plate,
removable. Clips that allow adjustment could be used, making it easier for fitting as well. The product starts
with the base layer, basically a chest pad, which could be enough protection for a lacrosse player without
additional attachments. The option of additional padding could be attached depending on the sport, as well
as the individual athlete’s needs. Figure 17 is an initial concept sketch for the shoulder pads that could be
used for both hockey and lacrosse.

Figure 17: Hockey/Lacrosse Shoulder Pad Concept Sketch
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Materials
The main materials used in sports protective equipment are petroleum based, such as polyurethane and
polycarbonate. These materials offer better protection and are now lighter than they have ever been
(American Chemistry). This doesn’t negate the fact that they are petroleum based and unsustainable. In the
book “The Engineering of Sport 6” case study example explained the environmental impact of sports
equipment and stated that:
Materials and processes used for sports equipment carry with them significant environmental
risks. For example ski boots use PVC (poly vinyl chloride) based materials, athletic footwear uses
petroleum-based solvents and other potentially damaging compounds, such as sulphur
hexafluoride, in air bladders for cushioning and impact shock protection. Also, composites such
as carbon fiber reinforced polymers, which are increasingly used in tennis racquets and other
sports equipment, provide greater strength to weight performance but cannot be readily
recycled. Advances in sports equipment have unintentionally placed additional burdens on the
environment. (Paterson and Subic 41)

PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF PRODUCT CRITERIA
Based on the research that was previously described, there was a search for design criteria that would apply
to sports protective equipment. This criterion could help the product-service system as a whole to be more
sustainable. The findings of this research envisions sports protective equipment that is designed in these
ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uses recycled and bio-based materials
Multi-sport usability
Easy to disassemble
Adjustable
Repairable
Modular
Lightweight
Effectively protects

All of these principles will help the sporting protective equipment industry. Ensuring the ability to rent, reuse,
repair, repurpose, and recycle their products. This will ultimately lead to reducing the impact that sports
equipment has on the environment.

VI. CONCLUSION/DISCUSSION
WHOLE SYSTEMS BRAND
When the brand’s purpose in society is built on sustainable values and principles, it can have the ability to
truly benefit people, culture, economics, and the environment (Duffy). This is an idea that is based on this
mindset, and that means that Whole Earth Sports needs to use the sustainable principles in how it operates
as a brand; it must reduce, reuse, recycle, and regenerate. As a sustainable advocate, the brand will
symbolize to others in the sports industry what it stands for and the brand will add value to the equipment
due to the company’s transparent and honest methods used in operating its business.
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Identity
So, what is the identity of the Whole Earth Sports brand? What does the brand stand for and what will
people think when they hear, or see the brand’s logo? The Whole Earth Sports brand is about helping
people, especially kids, gain access to affordable and sustainable sports products. It will stand for
innovation and progress. When seeing the brand’s logo, customers will see an identity that stands for
environmental standards for sports equipment. When renting from Whole Earth Sports they will be
comforted with information on the product’s source, and how many users have been in contact with each
piece of pre-owned equipment. This will hopefully encourage people to rent and use pre-owned equipment.
The identity will stand for sustainable living, operating by renewable energy sources, providing healthy eating
tips, and giving to the less fortunate that can’t afford to play sports due to high equipment costs. The next
steps include establishing relationships with key partners and customers, collecting inventory to distribute,
and developing a user-friendly website.
The brand will focus on being a partner with athletes, parents, schools, and organizations. Everyone is on the
sustainable journey together, and Whole Earth Sports will work with their customers a long the way by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing the amount of equipment needed to outfit student and non-professional teams
Reusing sports equipment by extending the life of products
Recycling everything possible and repurposing sports equipment that otherwise ends up in a
landfill
Increasing sporting equipment access by making it more affordable
Allowing customers to try equipment before making a commitment to purchase
Providing aspiring athletes with ways to realize their dreams without cost being a barrier

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS AND CUSTOMER DISCOVERY PROCESS
While developing the start-up with the BMC it was hard to know whether or not the team was creating
something sustainable. The tool is very useful in developing a business idea into something actionable and
figuring out if it can make money, but it really has nothing to do with the environment, and operating a
business in a sustainable manner. It takes more than creating a business model that can make money to
have a positive impact on society. It takes individuals in concert with the business and local community to
act in a sustainable manner. There is little doubt that if the business model created for Whole Earth Sports,
when operational, would have a positive impact on society. Whether or not society is to benefit as a whole
has to do with choices made by individual people. The only reason PIAS isn’t having a positive impact is
because of the choices made by those in charge. They are the people who have the power to make these
impactful decisions. Through the decisions they make, they have the power to possibly influence the
choices their employees and customers make. Sometimes owners may feel like they are at the mercy of the
customer, but this is often because they are not proactive enough in informing the customer of the value that
the business is offering.
Some of the interviewees were really against the act of renting. Why? Because the sense of owning things is
often over-valued by many. This mentality goes along with the stigma some place on using something that
has already been used by somebody else. This is why there is so much being produced and thrown away.
In Annie Leonard’s video, The Story of Stuff, it is said that there is something called “perceived
obsolescence.” Simply stated, this is when the customer thinks the product they own has no value, doesn’t
work as well as it did new, or is no longer cool to have, when in reality the product is actually fine (Leonard).
This is something that PIAS deals with all the time because companies are always putting out new products
and marketing them in ways that persuade customers to buy the newest product and get rid of the last
model. This is where an improved take-back system like the one proposed in this thesis is so important. By
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providing the option to rent a product, the system ensures that the product stays in use as long as it is in
working condition. The rental service also makes sure that it is in working condition because it is the brand’s
goal to extend the life of the product as long as it can. This means the longer the product lasts the more
money the business makes.
Product-Service
Whole Earth Sports is committed to helping sports manufacturers provide sustainable products. This why
there will be a focus on acquiring the ‘greener” options they come out with. The company will look to nature
for inspiration and create product concepts that will initiate sustainable innovations. Whole Earth Sports will
do life cycle assessments of sports gear and provide that information to the public. All pre-owned gear
would be cleaned with sustainable cleaning solutions as well. The brand is not providing a product; it is
providing a service. With that in mind, Whole Earth Sports is about servicing the public with sustainable
sports solutions. It is about advancing sustainability with the creation of a sustainable sports brand. The
hard part will actually be finding ways in which to recycle the materials from the sports gear that is no longer
useable, or has been deemed illegal by certain organizations. For these reasons, the sports designers need
to find ways to design their products so that they can be disassembled and use materials that can be
recycled. All in all this process has shown that sustainability is hard and can only be accomplished if
everyone is working together. The earth needs us.

PRODUCT DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS AND INNOVATIONS
Whole Earth Sports wants to be able to provide its customers with sustainable product options. Currently,
there isn’t a sufficient amount of products to choose from that meet that requirement. The idea for a
sustainable sports brand like Whole Earth Sports is to put pressure on sports gear manufacturers to provide
these options to customers. Nike and Puma have put out some products that are being designed in more
environmentally friendly ways, but still have trouble creating the demand for them (Loinaz). This business
could be the platform they need to have the courage to produce more sustainable products. Whole Earth
Sports could partner up with brands like Nike and be a testing ground for them, providing them with
customer feedback so they can determine what works and what doesn’t. In the future, as Whole Earth
Sports grows and becomes a force in the industry, the ability for the brand to have an influence on the
industry as a whole would be possible. The brand could achieve great progress towards sustainability within
the sports industry with the establishment of design guidelines for sports protective equipment. Maybe with
that credibility, a third-party certification could be created in order to help establish what is sustainable or not
for sport.
As stated in the previous section, it is very hard to recycle sports gear because many pieces of equipment
are hard to disassemble in order to do so. This is where the importance of Biomimicry comes into play.
Biomimicry can be the inspiration needed for the designers of today to create innovations that make it
possible to recycle more sports gear in the near future. The goal is for all products to be able to break down
organically like nature does. It will take some considerable innovations to make that possible, but with great
thinkers, engineers, and designers it is conceivable that this can be achieved. Ideally, all sports gear would
be a part of closed-loop systems as described in the books Cradle-To-Cradle and The Upcycle.
If humans were to devise products, tools, furniture, homes, factories, and cities more intelligently
from the start, they wouldn’t even need to think in terms of waste, or contamination, or scarcity.
Good design would allow for abundance, endless reuse, and pleasure. (Braungart and
McDonough, The Upcycle 146)
This way of thinking is the way most would like to go about creating sustainable solutions. It may be really
hard to accomplish, but will be worth it in the end.
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Next Steps
The next steps will be to find a location and market to pursue the execution of the business model. The
business model as it exists right now, could be profitable, but it would be better for the brand if it were nonprofit or not-for-profit. This way it could concentrate on providing the services it initially set out to do. More
customer development and feedback is necessary on how the online portal should be set up. Based on the
research that has been done regarding the utilization of Biomimicry in product design and development,
more exploration is necessary in order to determine what can actually be made. The examples given here
illustrated just a taste of what the process can actually do. There will need to be life cycle assessments used
in the process as well.
FIND LOCAL PILOT MARKET
This whole concept was developed without a specific location in mind. The next step in finding a local pilot
market is to find a place where sports like hockey, lacrosse, football, and baseball/softball are played.
DEVELOP RECOVERY INCENTIVES
The part of this research that didn’t get touched on enough is how to recover sports gear in a sustainable
fashion.
FURTHER DEVELOP THE ONLINE PLATFORM
The only way the customer will be able to access the equipment is through an online portal like a website or
an app. A user-friendly environment will need to be developed so it is easy for the customer to navigate and
purchase the product.
ACQUIRE FUNDS
What is holding back the business the most is the lack of access to capital. The business will need cash to
acquire the key resources needed for the business model to operate.

FINAL REFLECTION
How to synergistically integrate the Business Model Canvas, Biomimicry, The Living Principles, and Life’s
Principles to create innovative solutions? The idea was to try to create a holistic brand by trying to touch
multiple aspects of the product-service system. In hindsight it might have been too ambitious to try to design
a business model and then separately design a product in the time frame given for this project. If there was
time to do the project over again there are a few things that could have been done differently to effectively
integrate the methods, tools and frameworks used for this thesis.
The first thing would be to use The Living Principles throughout the whole project starting with the initial
creation of the start-up, as well as The Living Principles Scorecard as another tool to use alongside the BMC
through the week by week customer interview process, and during the product development phase. During
the customer development process, it was hard as team members to know if the business model that was
being pursued was on a sustainable path. This scorecard allows the project to be measured and observed
for the whole process. Since there were two different phases to this project, it would have been good to
have another tool to compare the progress between both phases (The Living Principles).
The product development phase could be improved by digging deeper into the product design part of the
thesis. This could’ve been achieved by creating a whole systems map that would help visualize the system’s
product, customer segments, and business model’s interactions and impacts. It would also help to use a
Life Cycle Assessment in which design concept’s ecological impacts could be estimated (Paterson and
Subic). This would ensure that the product concept is being designed to improve its impact on the
environment. To use Biomimicry to its full potential and generate more ideas, the use of the “Biomimicry
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Thinking” design process that can be found on the Biomimicry 3.8 Institute website would have been
beneficial. This would have aided in the development of more innovations and applying Life’s Principles. This
would have been useful in developing a more complete design solution that would only contribute to the
whole system.
Building upon the customer and product relationship, using multiple BMC’s and applying Life’s Principles to
the BMC would have improved results. Since different sports and customer segments need and want
different things, the use of different business models might be necessary and could be used under the Whole
Earth Sports brand umbrella. The rental aspect would still be in tact, but it would be more specific and
specialized to accommodate the customers and their needs. The main goal of this research is to make sure
that Whole Earth Sports has the ability to reuse, repair, repurpose and recycle sports gear in an effective way
that is sustainable.
With the growing concerns with safety in sports the equipment is continuously improved and older unsafe
models are decommissioned (The Nemours Foundation). An effective recovery system needs to be in place
for customers to assist them with getting rid of unsafe equipment and acquiring new, safe equipment.
Safety for the athlete and the environment is the combination that brings the big picture in focus. It would
have been good to integrate this aspect throughout the business model development and product
development phases. If time constraints had not been an issue, the product development should have been
tied into the customer development phase and conducted at the same time by introducing product concepts
how they would fit together with specific customer segments.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the novelty of this project comes from the fact that it was the development of a productservice system that required the simultaneous development of the service and the product. The whole idea
for the project was born while working a Play It Again Sports location. It stemmed from frustration due to a
lack of sustainable business practices. This frustration was the fuel for the idea to create Whole Earth Sports
and the utilization of the MCAD class Global Design Challenge to develop this idea for a sustainable sports
company. The business model that this research as developed helps create the environment for the brand to
function. The strength of Whole Earth Sports is that its business model focuses on creating a benefit to the
sports community; giving people a brand they can trust to do the right thing for them and the environment.
The membership and try before you buy option gives people the opportunity to think of the long-term aspect
of their sports and their equipment. What the business model does is give the consumer more affordable
options and the opportunity to rent a product and return it when they are done using it. It also gives the
consumers easy access to an online inventory of sports equipment that helps them for their specific
situation.
The real strength of Whole Earth Sports is the benefits it provides to the environment by keeping products
out of the waste stream by reusing, repairing, repurposing, and recycling. The business model sets up Whole
Earth Sports to collect and manage sports equipment in a more sustainable fashion than its competitors. It
is a brand that is representing more than just a good deal: it’s a sports brand that is actively trying to improve
sports for the betterment of the environment and the athletes. It’s providing a place for people to dispose of
their sports equipment with the knowledge that it will be taken care of in responsible fashion. It won’t be
easy, but with that being said, there is room for another sustainable sports company like Whole Earth Sports,
which is based on values as well as value; and that practices what they preach.
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OUR STORY
People need a sustainble sports option for
their gear. but it’s expensive, and it’s only
needed for short period of time. Making it
The current system in not working for the
conusmer or the environment.

and manage the logistics of aquiring
sports equipmnet. Also, when people buy
sporting equipment it most often ends up
or repurposed.

By renting, reusing, and sharing we all
pave way for a better world for our future
the ability to play anything we want
whenever we want. This idea is important
because through sports we can educate
the public about their impacts on their
environment and help create a paradigm
shift for the, mostly disposable, sports
equipment industry. to play anything we
want whenever we want.

customers to try the equipment through
a rental service that other businesses
like Play It Again Sports doesn’t. We
alleviate the pain that comes from haveing
to purchase and instead sharing the
to play whatever sport they chose.

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014

PROBLEM
• Much of this sporting
• Sports equipment is
equipment cannot get
expensive and customers
recycled easily without
are forced to make a long
professional help
term commitment
• Sometimes even lightly
used and unused
equipment ends up in

• Negative stigma
regarding buying
used equipment and
concerns about societal
acceptance

• Limited user education on
•
how to recycle or reuse
when they are forced to
sporting equipment
buy equipment for short
term use.

There is a compelling need for a way to
maintenance.
Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014
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BUSINESS MODEL
Revenue Streams
Membership is a great way to build customer loyalty and creating a consistent
revenue stream.

KEY PARTNERS
•

•

Sports Companies &
Designers
Equipment Repair Shops

•
•
•
•

Coaches & Instructors
Gyms and Fitness
Trucking Companies
Large Manufactoring Co.

•

Department Stores

•

•
•

Value Propostion
(allow athletes…)
It is interesting that we found there is a
market to ‘try before you buy’

KEY ACTIVITIES
•
Gear
•
•
• Refurbising, Reusing,
Repurposing, Recycling
Gear

VALUE
PROPOSITIONS
• Trying Gear Before Buying
•

KEY RESOURCES
• Sport Equipment
•
Coaches,
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

COST STRUCTURE
•
•
•
•
•
• Varialble Costs (Inventory Cost)

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS
•

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS
•
s
Orgs, &

•
•

Gear
Important

•

•

Customer Segments
(School/Organizations)
It was a big discovery to realize the
potential of schools and organizations to
impact our business

Gear
Managing Logistics for

Used Sports Gear
Gear
Used
Stigma

•
•

and
Discounts

CHANNELS
•
Prgms
•
• Online Inventory POS
System
•

REVENUE STREAMS
•
•
•
• Monthly Membership Dues
•

•

Sports Teams for Kids
(Hockey,

•
•
•
•
•

Communities
Sponsored
Gear

product

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014
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THE UNDERLYING MAGIC
use of a memberships, renting, and refurbishing would dramatically reduce cost

CUSTOMERS

ONLINE
SERVICES
MEMBERSHIP

WHOLE EARTH
SPORTS INVENTORY
NETWORK SYSTEM

MOBILE APP,
WEBSITE, ONLINE
CATALOG

ATHLETES
PARENTS
COACHES
TEAMS

ORGANIZATIONS
SCHOOLS
CLUBS

REPAIR, REUSE,
REPURPUSE,
RECYCLE

SPORTS
GEAR
HOCKEY, LACROSSE,
FOOTBALL, BASEBALL,
SOFTBALL, TENNIS, GOLF,
SNOWBOARD, & SKIING

PREOWNED

SUPPLIERS

NEW

SHARING

SELLING

DONATING

VENDORS

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014
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COMPETITION
Local Sporting Goods Stores, Play It Again Sports,
Dick’s Sporting Goods, Sports Authority, Scheel’s
Sporting Goods, Online Retailers.
Even though some of these establishments buy used sports equipment they are still
focused on ownership of the equipment and hoping that the customer will bring back
the products for resale, repair, or disposal.
Brick and Mortar

Online Retailers

Ability to rent, try or return

3

1

Long term cost of ownership or cost of use

2

3

1

None

Cradle to grave support

3

Door delivery

4
Brand, Marketing and Sales

3

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014

PROJECTIONS & NUMBERS
ASSUMPTIONS
1. Considered primarily three
sports (one team - hockey,
one individual - tennis and one

Projected Income Statement
Revenue

(For the Years Ending [Dec 31, 2016, Dec 31, 2015 and Dec 31, 2014]

2016

2015

3,192,000

1,140,000
19,000

2014

10,000

Membership revenue

Total Revenues

3,564,400

19,000

10,000

1,273,000

670,000

Expenses
Advertising

2. Assumed a year to year
growth of 90% for year 1
and 180% for year 2. This is
accounted in inventory as well.

10,000
38,190

Cost of goods sold
Furniture and equipment
Insurance

3,000

Maintenance and repairs

Payroll taxes

20,100
300,000

10,000

1,000

1,000

3,000

3,000

19,000

10,000

1,000

1,000

8,000

Rent

customers. Year 1 goal of
10,000 (very modest but would
rather under promise and over

Software

20,000

Travel
Utilities
Web hosting and domains
Total Expenses
Net Income Before Taxes

20,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

1,942,132

765,190

491,100

1,622,268

507,810

178,900

4. Average cost of rental about

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014
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STATUS & TIMELINE
2014
Cash Reserve

2015
Q3

Procure
Inventory
for Pilot
Market

2016
Q3

Negotiate larger

Renegotiate
Supplier
contrcts

markets and sign vendor
aggrements

Q3

Update
Inventory
and
renogotiate
supplier
contracts

Update
invetory

Update
Inventory
and
renogotiate
supplier
contracts

additional markets
Shipping to
pilot Market

Shipping to 10 additional markets

markets

Shipping to 20 additional markets

Sign pilot market
customers
Finish
launch
of beta
website

Pilot and Launch Website

Launch app

App

App

new release

new release

Pilot
Activietes
Growth
Activites

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014

WHAT WE LEARNED...
HYPOTHESIS...
for new, used and refurbished sports
equipment that will allow customers to
browse, select and rent without having to
leave the convenience of their homes.

EXPERIMENTS...

Based on feedback from customers and
demand for renting new, like new or
refurbished sports equipment for seasonal,
exotic, expensive or team sports versus
personalized or individual sports (for

RESULTS...

Customers are burdened with the logistics
of keeping track of what they need, how
much is needed and often overspend or
underspend on sporting equipment. Open
to the idea of renting cheap but quality
sports equipment.

ACTION...

Start establishing relationships with key
partners, customers, collecting inventory to
distribute and develop website.

Whole Earth Sports / Team Summary Presentation / 27 April 2014
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Appendix B.
NCIIA Proposal
The proposal was created as per the requirements of the NCIIA (National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators
Alliance).

Technology and Value Proposition
Whole Earth Sports provides an easy way for customers to browse, rent and then return sports
equipment. This proposal is for an affordable rental service for sports equipment. Through our
research we have discovered that there is a demand for sporting goods rentals for more than just
individuals but especially a need for small schools and community centers that have issues
providing their athletes with equipment. Whole Earth Sports conducted research by interviewing
prospective customers over a period of seven weeks and refining the focus of those interviews to
be more and more specific.
Whole Earth Sports is solving, not only for issues of space and maintenance costs, but also
reducing overall costs of equipment for customers over time through renting rather than buying.
Customers can use the online application, a phone in service or an app to find, order and manage
their inventory. There are limited solutions like this on the market. There are many ways
individuals can buy second hand gear as well as rent gear for events, but very few ways that
people and organizations can have a service that can store, deliver, and maintain those items for
you. In addition to the service we provide customers the efforts of Whole Earth Sports are to
allow opportunities for products to be shared as opposed to purchased.
Owning sports equipment provides customers with limited options and alternatives to try out
different kinds of sports and sustainably dispose sports equipment. Most parents and recreational
users are burdened with high costs of ownership, maintenance and disposal. As customers are
often battling for time they land up buying either duplicative or unwanted pieces of sports
equipment increasing their financial and carbon footprint burden.
Impact to Sustainability
Whole Earth Sports, is a sustainably focused business. We have an opportunity to educate the
public about how they can impact the environment through sports and even help create a
paradigm shift from a consumeristic and disposable mentality, to a mindset where nothing goes
to waste and we reuse, recycle and repurpose everything in our daily lives. This change is
discussed in detail in the bestselling book Cradle To Cradle (Braungart and McDonough). It's
time there is a sports brand that exclusively advocates for sustainable sports.
Whole Earth Sports
Minneapolis College of Art and Design
NCIIA Grant Proposal
27 April 2014
Jerad Carlson, MA Sustainable Design 2014
Gautam Muralidharan, MA Sustainable Design 2014
Wesley Petersen, MA Sustainable Design 2014

3:58 PM

Environment:
Whole Earth Sports looks to reduce sports equipment from the waste stream by keeping the
equipment repaired and maintained as well as reducing the need for purchasing new equipment.
By focusing on providing access to greener product options, we will influence the supply chain
to provide more sustainable products, therefore setting the bar for environmental standards in
sports gear.
Whole Earth Sports will operate in sustainable fashion by using clean and renewable energy to
power its warehouse location and using environmentally friendly cleaning practices on gear
being maintained. To influence the way manufacturers make their products in a sustainable
fashion we will have a set criteria for the sports gear we offer our customers. Our goal is to offer
recycling, repurposing, and reusing of all the customer sports gear when the product has reached
its end, as well as, to further reduce waste in the sporting good industries.
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People:
Our company’s objective is to reduce the operating costs of customers and accessibility to more
sports for all cultures and incomes. We will associate ourselves with organizations that support
our views in treating people fairly.

time fee that a customer can optionally sign up for and Whole Earth Sports provides these
additional premiums offers at no cost. Once the order is received, Whole Earth Sports will ship
items directly to the customer’s doorstep based on the type of shipment selected. Other delivery
options are available for members who have more specialized needs.

Economy:
We take care of the disposal process for people’s sports equipment. As a sustainable advocate
our brand will symbolize to others in the sports industry what we stand for and our brand will
add value to the equipment because we are transparent and honest in the way we operate our
business. We will look at the lifetime value of products and the goal of our company is to base
decisions on financial profit, the quality of the product, and how it is able to be repaired. The
economic benefits to the customer, is requiring less money to obtain equipment for each sport,
and the benefits of not wasting money on unused equipment over an athlete’s lifetime.

Whole Earth Sports plans on collaborating with several key partners like schools, coaches and
instructors, gyms and sports clubs to access a wide variety of students that can contract with us to
get access to affordable sports equipment for various teaming sports. This service will help
reduce the costs associated with maintaining and storing this equipment as well as the initial cost
of buying. The advantage to the customer is that the coach, school or gym becomes a one-stop
shop for parents and customers who want to play a sport. They do not have to worry about
buying the right gear or remembering to keep track of things. They just have to show up and
play!

Culture:
Our interviews have taught us that using pre-owned equipment is a tough sell because customers
want their own equipment that is in good condition. The opportunity to rent quality gear will
work to shift customers’ mindset so that buying pre-owned equipment is not frowned upon. We
will provide data to inform customers of the history each piece of equipment has had, as a
narrative of the products life.

We will also be collaborating with leading sports manufacturers to target and attract elite and
semi-pro users of sports equipment. These customers, as we have found, want to stay at the
cutting edge of trying and using new sports equipment. We will strike partnerships that will
allow manufacturers to advertise and market to these professionals for free, in return providing
us and customers early access to leading edge equipment.
Key Metrics that define our Business Model

Business Model and Market
Whole Earth Sports will have a simple, first of its kind (one-stop-shop rental service for preowned an new sporting goods), easy to understand, and use rent-to-rent or rent to own business
model. Our primary customers will be school students, parents of school students, sports
enthusiasts, semi-pro athletes and gyms or training programs. This demographic was further
validated and defined during the 46 customer interviews we conducted with different kinds of
customers across these demographics over a duration of 7 weeks (29 male and 17 female). 80%
of our interviews were conducted in person. Prospective customers seemed very supportive of a
rental service for sporting equipment provided there was support for nominally priced shipping,
well maintained products and easily accessible customer support team that was trained in the use
of the rented sporting equipment.
Customers will select an item they would like to rent (through our website). They will be
provided an option to search for a specific item or a sport. Based on the selected item and the
condition of the item they will be presented with a price depending on the duration of the rental.
Based on feedback collected from prospective customers that we interviewed we expect our
rental fee to be anywhere between $10-50/month depending on the type of equipment, state of
the equipment (new, like new or used), membership status (please see below) and duration of
rental. For long-term rentals, we anticipate to offer discounts since this amortizes the cost of
investment.
Users will have to rent items for at least a month. Before renting, a user is promoted to register
with our service. This step also allows the user to opt in for the optional membership program
that costs about $75 a year. These optional yearly memberships will provide customers with
numerous benefits like priority access to latest equipment, and fast or free shipping. This is one

compare to our undercut (by 5%) or match this competitor's prices initially. We expect to be
competitors.
able to price lower based on our ability to procure cheaper used equipment.
This competitor's inventory is refreshed more frequently.
Total
Operation
Costs

Total costs
yearly to
operate the
business

Margin

Profit/Revenue We expect to price our offering with a 25% margin Year 1 with a 5-6% margin
as a %
increase YOY for first three years

Number of
customers

Number of
paying
customers for
2 seasons

This is the number of paying customers for at least 6 months (2 sports seasons)
to breakeven the CAC invested.

Cash spent per
month

We expect to spend on an average 40k per month with peak spending 2-3
months before sports seasons on advertising, marketing and promotional offers
in time for season.

Burn Rate

About 500k based on fixed and variable costs with a 20% increase YOY for
first three years

The Team:
Jerad Carlson: Jerad (student) is a design advocating for sustainable design and the development
of innovative solutions inspired by nature. His background is in product, identity, and graphic
design and has extensive experience selling sports equipment. His role will to be to develop the
brand leveraging his first hand experience and knowledge of sports equipment, customer profiles
and intricate knowledge of the industry.
Wesley Thayne: Wes (student) is a sustainability designer and a sports enthusiast who is driven
by making sports accessible and affordable to low income communities. Wes will focus on
customer development and marketing.
Gautam Muralidharan: Gautam (student) is a management consultant with extensive experience
delivering large projects. He will be responsible for developing the business model and manage
ongoing operations related to procure, maintain and sell to customers.
Workplan and Outcomes:
Whole Earth Sports has completed critical customer interviews and product design activities in
order to meet the needs of the customers that we serve. The next steps would be to start building
the inventory and an e-commerce portal that will allow customers to browse and order sports
equipment. The below table outlines key steps and milestones:
Task

Expected completion date

Procure'Inventory'for'Pilot'Market

Sept 2014

Sign'pilot'market'customers'

Sept 2014

Shipping'to'pilot'market

Oct 2014

Finish'launch'of'beta'website

Oct 2014
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Metric

Description

Expected Value of Metric

Product
Cost

Inventory cost
(procurement
and
maintenance)

We expect this to be about $600k for year 1 with a 20% increase based on
target customer base of 12,000-15,000 customers for year-1 that rent for at least
6 months

Average
Selling
Price

Average rental
cost/month

We expect to have a median rental cost of $40-50. This price was arrived based
on customer feedback on purchasing power and our cost calculations/margin

Market Size
and Type

The total size
of the sporting
equipment
renting market

This is to be determined given that this is a fairly new market (no clear
competitors in the US, one identified in Canada). Current sports equipment
market is $44Bn and the ski and large outdoor sports rentals (related market but
not exact match) is $2.2Bn. We expect the sports equipment rental market to be
somewhere in the middle (at least $10)

Market
Share

Whole Earth
Sports share of
the identified
market

Based on our income statements and customer forecasts we hope to tap 0.01%
of the rental market share in year 1 and grow at 10-20% annually reaching a
cap of 0.5% by year 3

YOY
Growth
Rate

Expected
revenue
growth rate

Companies in the sporting goods sales business experience a 3% growth
annually (Example Sports Authority). Companies in the large outdoor sports
rental business experience a 2.2% growth rate. For the initial years we expect a
growth rate of 15-20% YOY for the first three years given smaller revenue
goals. Starting year 3 we expect our growth to slowly decline as expected to
industry values based on higher revenue numbers.

Competitor
Pricing

How does our
price point

The rental prices of the Canadian rental company noted above can vary
according to geographical location and type of equipment. We expect to

Pilot'and'Launch'website

Mar 2015

Negotiate'larger'inventory'for'5'additional'markets'and'
sign'vendor'agreements

Mar 2015

Launch'Marketing'and'Advertising'for'5'additional'markets July 2015
Shipping'to'pilot'Market'and'5'additional'markets

Aug 2015

Sign'15000'customers'(5000'members)'

Sept 2015

Launch'mobile'application

Sept 2015

Renegotiate'Supplier'contracts

Oct 2015

Update Inventory

Nov 2015

We are targeting Year 1 rental revenue of $600,000 and an incremental membership fee related
revenue of $50,000. This is a target of 10,000 to 15,000 customers that would be first
measurement of success that would allow us to break even and make a profit of $175,000.
The NCIIA proposal grant will provide us with much needed investment to create strong
foundational framework for our business that we expect will help us and our customers
revolutionize the way we sustainably use and enjoy sports.
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Appendix C.
Launchpad Central Interview Summary Stream
A stream of the customer development process that came from the LaunchPad website that includes
summaries from potential customer interviews.
date

title

body

key insights

type

canvas tag

2/9/14 Equipment repair shops
Schools, Clubs, Organizations (dedicated
2/9/14 support)

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners
Customer
Business Model Hypothesis Relationships

2/9/14 Sports
2/9/14 Individual Customers (Personal Assistance)

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources
Customer
Business Model Hypothesis Relationships

2/9/14 Subcontract through community programs

Business Model Hypothesis Channels

2/9/14 Athletes

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

2/9/14 Teams

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

2/9/14 Sports Equipment
Discuss with legal help about rental contracts
2/9/14 and next steps
Raise investment if needed and prepare pitch
2/9/14 for investors

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

2/9/14 Buy Back Used Equipment

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

2/9/14 Low Income Communities - CUSTOMER
Identify sporting equipment that could be
2/9/14 rented and cost of equipment

Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments

2/9/14 Interview named customers

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

2/9/14 Identify potential named customers

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

2/9/14 Variable costs (Time)

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

2/9/14 Variable costs (support)

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

2/9/14 Variable Costs (Delivery Staff and Vans)

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

2/9/14 Variable Cost (Advertising, Marketing)

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

2/9/14 Obtaining affordable sports gear

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

2/9/14 Disposing of sports gear

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

2/9/14 Renting Sports vs Buying Gear
Fixed Costs (Warehouse rent, Founders'
2/9/14 salary, Cost of Amenities)

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

2/9/14 Rent to own
Saving Money is Important While Purchasing
2/9/14 Sports Gear

Business Model Hypothesis Revenue Streams

2/9/14 Sports manufacturers and designers

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

2/9/14 Schools
Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports
2/9/14 brands

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

2/9/14 Direct Sales
Building access through community athletic
2/9/14 events/schedules

Business Model Hypothesis Channels
Customer
Business Model Hypothesis Relationships

2/9/14 Renting
Professional Clubs and Organizations 2/9/14 CUSTOMER

Business Model Hypothesis Revenue Streams

2/9/14 Schools - CUSTOMER
Sports Teams for Children (soccer team etc) 2/9/14 USER
Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) 2/9/14 USER

Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments

hypotheses feedback

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities
Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

Business Model Hypothesis Revenue Streams

Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments

Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments
Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments

Before the meeting I thought that I had a found a chance to interview a former athlete
that I never met before to gain insights on what he thought about one of our
hypotheses. &nbsp;What I learned is that adding a rental service to what Play It Again
Sports does would be beneficial to customers of college age. Where he lived there
was a Play It Again Sports for his area and it closed down so he thought that people
In Person Meeting with Jeremy Goff, Sales
didn't like buying used equipment. For next time interview another customer segment Some assume that people don't like
Clerk / New Employee / College Student, Play to see if they would be open to the idea as well and pursue of adding a sustainable
buying used products because of pre
2/12/14 It Again Sports
conceived notions of cleanliness.
cleaning or refurbishing service. &nbsp;
2/13/14 Trying Different Sports Gear Before Buying

Customer Interview

Value Propositions

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Renting Sports vs Buying Gear

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

2/13/14 Access To Seasonal Sports Gear
Parents of School Children with Multiple
2/13/14 Sports - CUSTOMER

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions
Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments
The biggest insight I drew away from this
interview was that you cannot hope to
rent everything. While that does blow up
the market (or seems to) there are just
some rentals will never prove cost
effective enough to buy, and actually
own an item.
Need Showroom/Hygiene - Logistically
we were hoping to have a warehouse to
customer direct model (As the
distribution channel). However, given a
customer wants to try on sports
equipment or make sure the condition is
acceptable before renting something
means we have to provide that
experience. It increases our variable
cost. However, this will have to be done
to address customer concerns about
quality.
The interviewee is a homemaker. Pam has three children (all boys aged 9, 11, 15).
They play different sports. The youngest plays soccer. The 11 and 15 year old play
hockey. I asked her all the control questions and provided her background of the
business idea first. She thought it was quite an interesting idea and provided elaborate
answers. She discussed how she does not rent and only buys. This does prove
expensive for her. Logistically, she mentioned this was a nightmare given she has to
coordinate across different sports for children different ages. Keeping track of
everything that is needed and then buying it on time is a chore in itself. Pam, talked
about the stigma around renting and discussed how she needs to make sure the
products being rented are hygienic and have been sanitized. She said she would pay
30-40% of a new product cost for a rental fee (cumulatively) for renting to be an
attractive proposition. She said the presentation would be a huge factor in adopting a
used item as a rental and that would not rent everything. For example, Pam is an avid
runner and would never rent shoes or running apparel. She suggested I would have
better luck with team sports where uniformity helps avoid illusions or economic or
social disparity experienced by children on the field. She also recommended working
with schools and coaches, and interviewing some of these instructors to see what
their perspective was.&nbsp;

Logistics - One of the biggest VPs we
missed was centralizing the sporting
experience. Working with team coaches
and schools you could have a one stop
for parents to get everything they
needed. They would not have to run
between stores looking for products and
frantically looking through a list last
minute to make sure everything has
been checked off. They simply sign up
for a sport, pay the rental cost with the
team fees, pick up the gear and don't
worry about anything else.

Customer Interview

Value Propositions

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Renting; Saving Money is Important While Purchasing
Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports vs Buying
Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Access To Seasonal
Sports Gear; Players of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults
and Children) - CUSTOMERS and USERS

Nic is a guy who is not too active but likes to have good time at playing on recreational
sports teams like Slow-pitch Softball, and Dodgeball. Has played on traveling soccer
teams when he was a youth all the way through high school. &nbsp; I asked him what
he would rather rent or buy his sports equipment and he said that he would rather rent
if it was cheaper. It depends on the item whether he would like to own. &nbsp;He
would like the option to rent to try the equipment out and then if he decided it was the
right one he would actually buy it. &nbsp;If something cost 100 new he would expect
to pay a up to 50 dollars to rent the equipment. &nbsp;For the sports he likes to play
he estimates to spend about 200 a year. &nbsp;He would buy equipment form fair to
good condition. &nbsp;When asked if he thought that renting would be a valuable
service to have with regard to sports equipment and he said yes depending on the
In Person Meeting with Nic Liberto, Seasonal sports. &nbsp;Some sports equipment sets up well for renting others would not. Right He would like to rent to try the
equipment out and then buy it if he liked
Athlete / Softball / Soccer / Dodgeball / Age now he sells his old gear to his local Play It Again Sports. Based on his answers I
2/14/14 26 / Employee, Play It Again Sports
Customer Interview
it...
suggest us looking to rent to own scenarios to give the customer options.&nbsp;

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying

before the interview I thought that Nico would be a good candidate for our business
but quickly found that he would prefer to buy rather than rent sports gear. &nbsp;I
thought that I would look for the conditions that he would rent rather than buy such as
seasonal or team sports. &nbsp;The conditions that he stated where he would rent are
for seasonal gear and trying before buying. &nbsp;He would also dispose of old gear The customer renting used sports
by handing them down first to family and friends and than to a resale shop. &nbsp;He equipment is mainly using the service for
would accept used equipment with cosmetic flaws only, and purchases between $200 seasonal sports, team sports and trying
Customer Interview
and $300 of sports equipment a year. &nbsp;&nbsp;
before buying.

Value Propositions

Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports brands; Rent
to own; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Access To
Seasonal Sports Gear

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear;
Athletes; Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying
Different Sports Gear Before Buying

In Person Meeting with Pam D, Home
2/14/14 maker/Past Athlete, N/A

In Person Meeting with Nico Eller, business
2/15/14 owner, Ben and Jerrys- calhoun village

Team sports/Coaches: Teams typically
boast conformity (uniforms etc.)
However Pam brought up an important
topic of economic disparity on school

Kees is a former clube level lacrosse player who currently place on recreational hockey
team in Richmond, Virginia. &nbsp;He currently is works in the claims department at
Capital One. &nbsp;On whether he prefers renting to buying is said he would rather
own his equipment. &nbsp;If he would rent equipment it would probably be the
helmets he uses in lacrosse and hockey but has concerns in renting elbow guards,
and shin guards due to concerns if that would work or not. If he would rent an item
that was worth he would pay 50 for a 100 item. &nbsp;He spends 300 to 400 a year on
his equipment. &nbsp;He would buy used if it is medium to fair condition. He thinks if
would be nice to be able to pay in installments to test out the equipment and decide
He prefers to own his equipment rather
whether it would be the right fit for him. &nbsp;He has used Play It Again Sports
In Person Meeting with Kees Druyff, Athlete / before to dispose of equipment but has used ebay and Goodwill. &nbsp;For college
than rent. After I asked that initial
question I was surprised that he would
Hockey / Lacrosse / Age 26 / Claims, Capital age individuals a rent to own is something to look into further and think of spreading
2/15/14 One
the payments out.
rather own his equipment.

thought this would be a good interviewee for families being able to afford sports
equipment for kids in school team sports. &nbsp;I found that the option for rental is
Phone Call with Matt Kendall, business owner, difficult if affording the rental of gear for the length of the season, as well the fear of
2/16/14 Kendall enterprises
having to buy potentially broken or damaged equipment

Phone Call with Justin, Avid fisherman and
2/16/14 outdoor enthusist, enduring ventures
Website based inventory backed up with
2/16/14 distribution centers (warehouses)
Buy back used equipment in good condition
2/16/14 for renting

The process of buying rather than renting sports equipment is longer and more
elaborate, from trying on in the store and purchasing online to testing brands before
buying. &nbsp;

Customer Interview

Is it feasible to rent gear for the duration
of a sports season and be less
expensive than buying? how do you deal
Customer Interview
with damaged sports equipment.

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Saving Money is Important While
Purchasing Sports Gear; Identify sporting equipment
that could be rented and cost of equipment; Schools

The demand of rental equipment over
buying is in trying expensive gear that
would only be used seasonally or for
short periods of time.

Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports brands;
Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Rent to own; Obtaining affordable sports gear;
Identify sporting equipment that could be rented and
cost of equipment; Buy Back Used Equipment;
Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Website based
inventory backed up with distribution centers
(warehouses)

Customer Interview
Business Model Hypothesis Channels
Business Model Hypothesis Revenue Streams

2/16/14 Health clubs or team activities at school

Business Model Hypothesis Channels

Enforcing same experience for all school kids
on a team (avoid reflections of social or
2/16/14 economic disparity)
Coaches//Instructors who have special
2/16/14 access to athletes

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions
Customer
Business Model Hypothesis Relationships

2/16/14 Coaches and instructors

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

2/16/14 Variable Cost (Satellite Showrooms)

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

2/16/14 Variable Cost (Inventory cost)
Managing logistics of sports activities of
2/16/14 several family members

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

In Person Meeting with Hema P, Working
2/16/14 Professional/Parent, N/A

Clubs

Organizations (dedicated support);
Parents of School Children with
Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER;
Players of Non-pro Team Sports
(Adults and Children) CUSTOMERS and USERS;
Coaches//Instructors who have
special access to athletes;
Enforcing same experience for all
school kids on a team (avoid
reflections of social or economic
disparity)

Business Model Hypothesis Cost Structure

Health clubs are competition - Most elite
athletes or serious sports enthusiasts go
to health clubs because there are a form
of rental sports equipment. These clubs
Hema is the mother of a junior who plays varsity tennis. She spends close to
provide two critical advantages. Not only
$500/season on equipment, apparel etc. I did tell her what the idea was before asking do they have state of the art equipment
her the interview questions. She was receptive to the rental idea and mentioned that you get access to for a monthly fee, you
most expensive sports have options via channels like Ebay, Criagslist where used
have instructors walking the halls who
equipment is available for lesser. However, she pointed out that these services are very can teach you how to use this
expensive (a tennis ball machine that retails for about 1000 is $20/hr to rent). So
equipment.
prefers to buy because of the high adoption cost. She would be open to renting if the
rental costs were far cheaper (50% lesser cumulatively). While she did want to do the Online retailers provide cheaper options right thing by the environment this was not an important point of consideration for her. Criagslist or Ebay provide very good
She also recommended working with instructors at health clubs to provide options but alternatives for used sporting goods.
They offer the advantage of ownership
pointed out how they already have state of the art equipment. Hema offered
discussing with her daughter and her daughter's coach to see what they thought of
for a lesser cost. We would have to
account for them as competition.
Customer Interview
the idea.

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying

Elite Athletes - There is always an upper
echelon of athletes that are training to be
the best. They are from families with
normal incomes and hence cannot afford
very high end equipment. This means
they would definitely pay a rental
premium if they can get their hands on
the latest and greatest. However this
would mean that our inventory cost
would go through the roof if we didn't
find enough renters. We need to decide
if we would cater or not this segment.

In Person Meeting with Kathy D, School
2/16/14 Teacher, EP High School
Players of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and
2/16/14 Children) - CUSTOMERS and USERS

This time I decided I would not tell her about the idea and talk to Kathy about just a
few general questions I had about high schools ports. The results were quit different.
She provided very direct answers since she did not realize that these questions had
some bigger context. We talked about how sporting equipment is mostly costly. She
agreed but pointed out that most of the serious athletes in the school think of the
expense as an investment. So she explained how they only way these athletes would
be interested in renting would be if they could have access to elite equipment to "try it
out" without having to shell out a lot of money. In contrast, most middle and
elementary school children are still defining their niche and may be ok leasing or
renting cheaper equipment.Kathy discussed how pitching to coaches may be a great
idea given that part of their job is attracting students to play sports as well. She also
pointed out that she would not rent everything. Her bench mark for renting vs buying
was if something was 50% of the cost and the kids would outgrow it in 6 months. If
her students or children would use something for a longer period than that she said
she would not rent as buying would make more sense (investment).&nbsp;When I
wrapped with the discussion about our idea, she agreed it was an exciting idea but
that the best way to go was short term rentals (seasonal) and access to unaffordable
(elite) type equipment. Kathy promised to introduce me to the EP high school PE
teacher for interviews in the coming weeks.

Elementrary and middle schools offer
more volume - High school kids are
focused on either getting into college or
playing serious sports. There is a better
chance to find more volume (lesser
margin) in younger students. There is
higher margin in high schools (more
focused and trained athletes) however
lower volume.
Long term rentals don't work - Kathy
raises a good point in that would
customers would not rent sports
equipment for years (like say the storage
industry for example). Typically these
rents are for a season. If we were to rent
out something like a driveway hoop, it
would probably not work because kids
would not out grow out of it in a season. Customer Interview

Business Model Hypothesis Customer Segments

2/16/14 Coaches

Video Chat with Joe Nett, Parent / Athlete /
Environmental Scientist, North Dakota
2/20/14 Department of Health

3:58 PM

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources
I thought Joe would be a good person to interview because he is now a parent and
was an athlete himself, primarily baseball, for most of his life. When I proposed our
ideas for a solution and he was on board. He mostly bought new stuff growing up
except for used cleats, and said he would be very interested in being able to rent
equipment for his kid. &nbsp;For him he was picky about the brands he chose to use
based on the qaulity of it and comfort level like in shoes. He said that it makes perfect
sense to be able to rent the equipment for a season or two. &nbsp; He was interested
in Try to Buy or being able to test the equipment before buying it. &nbsp;He mainly
donated his equipment when he was done with it. Didn't want to go to Play It Again
Sports because he didn't think he was getting enough $ in return. Based on what I
heard from him I feel we are on the right track with our offering, but need to think of
more incentives for people to bring us their equipment.&nbsp;

When he talked about not getting a fair
deal from Play It Again Sports it made
me think that their needs be different
kind of incentive structure for obtaining
pre-owned equipment. The quality of
equipment and brands is important to
the decision making process of some
customers. We need to make sure
anything new we are renting out is of
high quality.

Customer Interview

Customer Segments

Renting; Saving Money is Important While Purchasing
Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports vs Buying
Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Obtaining affordable
sports gear; Buy Back Used Equipment; Parents of
School Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER;
Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different
Sports Gear Before Buying; Players of Non-pro Team
Sports (Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS and
USERS; Managing logistics of sports activities of
several family members; Buy back used equipment in
good condition for renting
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In Person Meeting with Joel G, Senior
2/21/14 Logistics Manager, Andersen Windows

I wanted to meet with Joe to understand the logistics cost of moving sports
equipment around. Prior to the meeting I did have a feeling this was a variable cost we
could not underestimate given our VP was centered around quick and easy access to
equipment (Which mean we would have to figure out a way to move merchandize
around cost effectively).Joe listened to our business idea and MVP. He thought the
concept was promising but cautioned us about potential logistical burdens. He
encouraged trying to piggy back on existing supply chains (like netflix did with usps).
He provided some valuable resources for next steps (partners who may be willing to
truck some of our stuff around in addition to the load they are already carrying). He
also discussed about possibly sharing warehouse space and equipment with larger
companies that are looking to cut corners and lease out some of their space.From the
perspective of a parent he said the most important thing for him was that his children
have safe and diverse experiences. So the brand and upkeep of the equipment was
very important.&nbsp;

Leveraging (or cloning) an existing
supply chain network may greatly reduce
the costs associated with logistics of
Customer Interview
moving equipment around

Video Chat with Ryan Sander, Coach /
2/21/14 Athlete, Bemidji High School

I knew that Ryan has coached kids baseball before and that he used to play Division 2
baseball. &nbsp;He was so on board with the whole concept and was really excited
about it. &nbsp;He thought that it would be perfect so that kids who couldn't afford
the equipment like for hockey that they would be able to participate. For him as long
he is saving money he will buy. Not too concerned about certain type of brands and
doesn't care really if it is new or used. &nbsp;He was worried about the try before you
buy because he thinks people would take advantage of something like that. So we
need to think of contracts and length of time for rentals. &nbsp;Did think that having
satellite location that served as network would be good so people could try on
equipment and it could be delivered right to the customer. &nbsp;Next time we need
to really figure out the logistics of the whole operation and make sure we provide
options for the consumer.

It was funny because he thought that the
kids he helps coach today care too
much about the brand of the gear they
are using. So for him as a coach it more
important to learn how to play rather
than have the best equipment. I realized
that there is model we could follow as an
example and that is of CarMax. Where
they let you search their entire inventory
throughout the country so you can have
the car shipped to you but you don't
Customer Interview
have to buy it if you don't like it.

Going into the interview with Guy, I wanted to find out what he thought about renting
equipment in general what type of equipment he bought new and used. &nbsp;When
he was playing sports he said that most of the time his equipment was provided by
the school or team. &nbsp;So he didn't have to buy too much stuff, but in wrestling he
would get new equipment at tournaments. He was very on board for renting sports
equipment and thought that the CarMax model I discovered in the last interview was
good. &nbsp;Transparency came up as a big thing when it comes to obtaining
inventory since he started working at PIAS. &nbsp;For next time, I think we need to
In Person Meeting with Guy Greggory, Athlete look into the CarMax model even more and developing a tracking system so people
2/22/14 / Age 26 / Employee, Play It Again Sports
are informed about the life of their product.

When talking to Guy I realized that we
could track the equipment with a
scannable barcode that would work with
a smart phone and then we can tell the
story of the product to the customer.
Customers want to know about where,
when, and why when it comes to the life
of their products. Maybe develop a
share program so that people could get
flat rate per item they share and rent.
They could have the option as well to
donate their equipment as well. Collect
sport equipment waste to recycle and
resell.
Customer Interview

In Person Meeting with Daniel T, Coach,
2/23/14 Baseball

I talked to my friend who introduced me
to Daniel. I wanted to understand why
Daniel was being difficult for most part.
Turns out Daniel's brother is doing
something similar (feting equipment) and
my friend's guess was Daniel was
getting a cut on the side without the
school knowing :) A saboteur? Maybe. It
was interesting to see how sometimes a
friend or relative of a potential customer
I was hoping to get a lot out of this interview given that coaches are an important part could be a competitor and that changes
of our customer segment. Dan has been coaching 6-8 graders for almost 10 years. He their reactions
also coaches other sports for smaller kids (like soccer, lacrosse etc.). Daniel was
surprisingly quiet and reserved for the most part of the interview. As the interview
progressed i noticed how he was mostly negative and defensive about the idea
providing little to no valuable information. The only imrportant point he raised was how Social constructs have now changed
with our new social makeup and nuclear families, borrowing stuff has greatly come
that has forced us to own more and
down, and everyone feels like they have to own everything. His argument is that if you borrow less. Targeting families that are
did have an option to rent, people would given that when he grew up he would borrow either Gen y or X may provide more
converts to renting because of this.
Customer Interview
stuff from cousins who lived down the road etc.&nbsp;

I was apprehensive whether a teenager would be willing to play with used equipment
given the social pressures teenagers have. This was the focus of my interview to see
how receptive she would to the idea of renting and reusing tennis related equipment.
Maha was surprisingly well informed about sustainability. She said if there was
something she could do to support something as important as sustainability while
playing the sport she loved, she would do so without any hesitation. However, she
cautioned me that one of her critical priorities were also being well prepared for
games. This included owning some gear always. The player, according to her,
develops a bond with their racket or apparel, and often is superstitious about it. So
In Person Meeting with Maha P, Varsity Tennis she would not rent everything. However, she did say that most likely she would rent for
2/23/14 Player, Student (senior)
practice sessions and would be harder on that equipment given she did not own it.

In Person Meeting with Ben Duncanson, Ex
2/26/14 Semi-pro snowboarder, D2E Landscaping

Money savings may not be the only VP.
Good quality products provided on time
may offset some of the pricing
expectations of a customer

before the interview our assumptions were athletes may not be interested in service
due to wanting to buy quality products. &nbsp;I learned in the interview that there
would be a market for testing new products by sponsored companies and
experimental products that haven't come to market. &nbsp;Ben purchases $1000 to
$1500 dollars worth of products in a year and states that he could save money by
trying the products first and would be interested in collaborating with companies to
test new and experimental products.

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear Before Buying;
Managing logistics of sports activities of several family
members

Customer Segments

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Renting; Saving Money is Important While Purchasing
Sports Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Obtaining
affordable sports gear; Low Income Communities CUSTOMER; Subcontract through community
programs; Equipment repair shops; Access To
Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying; Players of Non-pro Team Sports
(Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS and USERS;
Coaches//Instructors who have special access to
athletes; Enforcing same experience for all school kids
on a team (avoid reflections of social or economic
disparity); Health clubs or team activities at school;
Website based inventory backed up with distribution
centers (warehouses)

Value Propositions

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Buy
Back Used Equipment; Sports Equipment; Athletes;
Trying Different Sports Gear Before Buying; Variable
Cost (Inventory cost); Buy back used equipment in
good condition for renting; Website based inventory
backed up with distribution centers (warehouses)

Customer Segments

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Sports Teams for Children (soccer team etc) - USER;
Schools - CUSTOMER; Professional Clubs and
Organizations - CUSTOMER; Low Income
Communities - CUSTOMER; Parents of School
Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER; Players
of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and Children) CUSTOMERS and USERS

Customer Segments

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Sports Teams for Children (soccer team etc) - USER;
Schools - CUSTOMER; Professional Clubs and
Organizations - CUSTOMER; Parents of School
Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER; Players
of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and Children) CUSTOMERS and USERS

The customer segment of student
athletes predominantly understand the
importance of sustainability and want to
support related initiatives
Emotion is a key motivator when
buying/renting even sports equipment
People tend to abuse rentals more than
self owned products (think like car
rentals)

Customer Interview

Renting; Direct Sales; Advertising by Manufacturers or
Sports brands; Sports manufacturers and designers;
Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Buy Back Used
Equipment; Athletes; Equipment repair shops; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Buy back used equipment in
good condition for renting; Website based inventory
backed up with distribution centers (warehouses);
Allow athletes to test new gear from sponsored
companies

During interview discovered that product
testing and try before buying would be
possible reasons to use service,
including renting gear for outdoor sports
that may be needed for limited time (ex.
Customer Interview
adventure excursions)

2/26/14 Membership discounts/offers

In Person Meeting with Mike Pepin, High
School PE instructor, Augsburg Fairview
2/26/14 Academy
Allow athletes to test new gear from
2/26/14 sponsored companies
Delivered products for members (schools,
2/26/14 sports organizations)

Value Propositions

Business Model Hypothesis Channels

Before meeting thought Mike would have good input on needs of PE instructors in
schools as well as insights into the type of service that would work for that customer
segment. What I discovered in the interview is he would rent expensive equipment and
padded equipment for team sports. He would purchase products with wear and tear
such as balls. He currently purchases 2000 dollars a year of sports equipment but has There is a market for renting padded and
limited storage space available. He would work with a rental company with reasonable expensive sports equipment to schools
liability considerations for renters.&nbsp;
Customer Interview
and sports organizations.

Schools - CUSTOMER; Professional Clubs and
Organizations - CUSTOMER; Renting; Building access
through community athletic events/schedules;
Schools; Fixed Costs (Warehouse rent
Founders' salary

Business Model Hypothesis Channels

Logistics and associated costs can
essentially make or break the BM
We need to talk to trucking companies
and see how amenable they would be
sharing truck space during their delivery. Customer Interview

Channels

Direct Sales; Subcontract through community
programs; Health clubs or team activities at school;
sports organizations); Allow
Website based inventory backed up with distribution athletes to test new gear from
centers (warehouses); Delivered products for members sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers
(schools

Channels

Direct Sales; Subcontract through community
programs; Health clubs or team activities at school;
sports organizations); Allow
Website based inventory backed up with distribution athletes to test new gear from
centers (warehouses); Delivered products for members sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers
(schools

Value Propositions

Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports brands;
Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Low
Income Communities - CUSTOMER; Parents of
School Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER;
Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Website based
inventory backed up with distribution centers
(warehouses); Membership discounts/offers

In Person Meeting with Katrina Branchaud,
3/2/14 Parent, VCU Police Dispatch

Before the interview I was interested in what she had to say because she is a parent of
two. &nbsp;They aren't old enough for sports yet but she has considered putting them
in sports to see what they like and she knows its going to be very expensive for her.
&nbsp;She was very excited to hear what I had to say, and is very interested in renting
the used equipment. &nbsp;She didn't play sports growing up so she doesn't know
that much about what they will need when they start. &nbsp;She is all about saving
money so anything she can do to do that she is on board. &nbsp;There was no
interest in buying new equipment unless it was absolutely necessary. &nbsp;She
doesn't think that there is any need to buy new while they are growing up because the
kids will just grow out of it anyways. &nbsp;She doesn't like going out to shop and
prefers buying online and thought it was a great idea to be able rent to own or buy if
she thought it was necessary. &nbsp;I think we need to look into how people perceive
used equipment and how it looks so people are more comfortable buying used like
she is already&nbsp;

I realized there are parents who have no
experience buying sports equipment and
that we need to help them through the
process. A thought I had when
conducting the interview is that some
people don't know if they would want to
rent sports equipment because they
have really never had the option. And
some just want what is best for their
family and kids so they are smart with
their money and would buy used if it is in
good condition and it is easy to access. Customer Interview

3/2/14 Have kiosks in existing dept stores

Business Model Hypothesis Channels

I wanted to talk to Damien about understanding current challenges with selling sports
goods using the traditional model where people go into a store and buy the products
they care about. &nbsp;Damien talked about how sporting goods sales are seasonal
and for the most part sales pick up during the summer months. He explained the
parallel between sporting goods sales and gym memberships. When its summer
people want to treat their body right and try to commit to doing some kind of activity.
Similarly during new year period people make a lot of resolutions and this drives up
the sale of indoor sporting equipment. He said the biggest challenge stores like Target
face is specialized assistance. They don't see it a big enough market space to
Leveraging existing departmental chains
dedicate store associates trained in different kinds of sports to provide specialized
advice. He said the customers sometimes struggle with that.He thought the idea of
and having kiosks to rent sporting
In Person Meeting with Damien G, Asst Store rentals was interesting and suggested I explore having rental units within existing
equipment would be a pretty cool deal
3/2/14 Manager, Target
departmental stores.
(think red box)
Customer Interview

Channels

Before this interview I thought it would be interesting to see what other customer
bases out there then what we've previously looking into. &nbsp;Personal training is
usually done in a gym, but a new market for working with people in their homes could
be also an interesting application. &nbsp;I learned that most gym facilities such as LA
Fitness or the YMCA purchase their own gear for the classes that they offer, but there
are some opportunities for renting newer exercise equipment or trying out exercise
equipment before buying. &nbsp;There is also an interest for personal trainers doing
There is a market for personal trainers to
In Person Meeting with marlin dupre, personal home visits needing to rent gear periodically that are either too expensive to buy or no rent equipment before buying and for
3/5/14 trainer, LA Fitness
equipment for periodic use.
Customer Interview
committed to using yet.
The focus of this interview was both the idea itself and also what kind of service
Keerthi would expect as a customer. Keerthi is an avid sports buyer. She (along with
her family) spend extremely active outdoor lifestyles. It was hard to get her to say
anything critical of the idea . This is partly because of the person she is (very positive).
So I had to force her to be critical by asking her control questions that essentially
played devils advocate on our idea. She liked the option of renting and said the most
attractive proposition was the possibility of being able to try different sports. However,
she raised a very important point about spontaneity. If she felt like taking kids out for
sledding she would not have her gear of she doesn't own it (Assuming there is a 24
3/6/14 In Person Meeting with Keerthi N, Parent, N/A turn around from renting to getting the product).&nbsp;

In Person Meeting with jon newman,
3/6/14 Landscape architect, JTN landscaping

Going into the interview with Rachel I was curious to see if she bought used at all and
what sports her kids were playing. &nbsp;I know she is a very active person and she is
an instructor at her local fitness center. &nbsp;She plays rec. softball and rec.
volleyball. &nbsp;Her kids are in swimming and soccer. She sometimes plays tennis.
&nbsp;The activities they participate in don't require too much equipment but
&nbsp;they do go skiing, in which they rent skis and boots. &nbsp;She only buys new
because the equipment she uses isn't that expensive. &nbsp;Even so they do get their
new equipment from PIAS. &nbsp;She would be open to renting if there was that
option because there are plenty of sports her kids would try. &nbsp;She liked the idea
of an online database that you could join via membership and rent for a short period of
time. &nbsp;She said that it is nice to see a different way of getting access to sports
Video Chat with Rachel Erickson, Rec. Athlete gear and that its nice to have something fresh and new to try. Sick of the old way of
3/8/14 / Parent, St. Cloud Hospital
buying sports gear. &nbsp;

Video Chat with Jordan Snead, Pro Roller
3/9/14 Hockey Player / Athlete, Richmond Robins

3:58 PM

Target advertising based on weather
patterns in areas?

This person was someone I ran into a birthday party I had to attend with my kids. I
wanted to see/experience what cold calling would feel like in person. The birthday
party was in a gymnasium that had some kids oriented themes. He was very
distracted throughout the interview. So I learned to appreciate the complexities of cold
calling. He said he would definitely be game to rent if they were safe to use and were
well maintained. For his children, he would definitely prefer renting over buying
considering how squirrel minded children are and how quickly they grow. He said the
idea of membership would a turn off to him because of all the magazines he
oversubscribed to, the gym membership he never uses etc. He wanted a rental plan
with no strings attached.&nbsp;

I know Jordan from Play It Again Sports. He is an ex-employee and he plays
professional roller hockey, on and off with the Richmond Robins. &nbsp;So he has
been playing hockey in general for a long time. &nbsp;I was curious to what he had to
say because of his business degree from VCU. &nbsp;He good things to say about the
rent to own and just the renting in general. He would of rented when he was younger if
he had the option but now he would just buy. For him it would all depend on the type
and quality of the gear. &nbsp;He spends about $500 dollars a year on his hockey
equipment. He doesn't mind buying used as he a frequent customer to Play It Again
Sports. &nbsp;He overall just liked the idea of renting and having an online inventory
of quality used equipment. We would be a member and loves the idea of repairing and
refurbishing the gear to extend its life. &nbsp;From here I want to see if I can get
another interview from someone in the professional sports arena.

Customer Interview

Direct Sales; Subcontract through community
programs; Health clubs or team activities at school;
sports organizations); Allow
Website based inventory backed up with distribution athletes to test new gear from
centers (warehouses); Delivered products for members sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers
(schools
Renting; Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Advertising by Manufacturers or
Sports brands; Rent to own; Buy Back Used
Equipment; Athletes; Equipment repair shops; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
sports organizations); Allow
Before Buying; Buy back used equipment in good
condition for renting; Delivered products for members athletes to test new gear from
sponsored companies
(schools

Need to decide how to address "urgent"
shipping/delivery requests a customer
may have

I thought before the meeting he would be a good person to interview because he
travels to areas for outdoor sports and may need to rent gear. &nbsp;I learned through
the interview that there is gear that he would want to buy when it is essential, such as
climbing harnesses or paddles. &nbsp;However, there is gear that he would rent either
From this I learned that there are costs
before the trip to save money at rental houses or when he is traveling to unpopular
sites. &nbsp;It is important to have this gear be well taken care of such as cleaning
and labor in renting equipment
ropes that aren't worn as well as the rental company taking care of the maintenance of maintenance, as well as, quality control
for rented equipment.
the equipment. &nbsp;

Before the interview I hade a good idea that he was going to be receptive to buying
used sports gear, but I didn't know what his take was on renting equipmnet.
&nbsp;Growing up he said he mainly bought used and still does. He said he prefers to
own rather than rent for himself but if there was a rental option available when he has
kids he said he would probably rent. &nbsp;He said especially if his kids wanted to try
hockey, because when he was a kid hockey was one of the sports that wasn't
available to him when he was a kid. He usually uses his equipment until it falls apart so
he is one to get the most out of what he uses. &nbsp;Would be open to having a
membership with us so we could help repair his equipment. &nbsp; It seems adult
Video Chat with Justin Sander, Rec. Athlete / ages tend to want to own rather than rent but would of been open to it when they were
3/7/14 Future Parent, Minnesota DNR
younger. &nbsp;

3/8/14 In Person Meeting with Brian G, Parent, N/A

Organizations (dedicated support);
Equipment repair shops; Access To
Seasonal Sports Gear; Coaches; Enforcing
same experience for all school kids on a
team (avoid reflections of social or
economic disparity); Health clubs or team
sports organizations); Allow
activities at school; Buy back used
athletes to test new gear from
equipment in good condition for renting;
Delivered products for members (schools sponsored companies

Business Model Hypothesis Channels

I was going to meet Jill to discuss considerations around delivery and warehouse
operations. I did tell her the business idea before asking her a few questions. She was
quite critical of the cost model and mentioned that logistics can quickly get
complicated and potentially bankrupt an initiative like this one. For example, she said
inventory management was closely tied to logistics management. If you don't move
your inventory around effectively, you would have to buy a lot of inventory which would
in turn mean the margin would be very less. So options like the founders driving
around was probably ok for a wall customer base but would not work for a larger
base.However, she did point me to some useful resources about shared trucking
services etc. She pointed out that these models are more suited for residential
delivery, and does not really bode well for delivering to a school game or something
like that. These truck operators are used to dropping off at these types of facilities and
making them drop off packages at non-residential type settings would require training
etc., that again drives up cost.&nbsp;She was excited by the idea of having satellite
centers but pointed out the establishment costs associated with this.

This was a more traditional customer interview. The profile of this customer is that she
falls into the demographic of normal adults who has recreational sports interests. She
has no interest in turning pro and excelling at what she plays. Anya, like most of us,
wants to have a good time and have fun.Anya liked the idea of rentals. However she
mentioned she was not very excited about renting ski gear and then carrying it all the
way to the resort. She had better options right there in the resort to rent whatever she
needed. Unless the satellite rental unit was right there in the resort it was hard to justify
renting elsewhere and carrying it around. Anya did see the sense in doing this for other
local sports.Anya suggested building some kind of points/rewards scheme into the
In Person Meeting with Anya S, Technologist, experience. For example, you rent twice, third time is free or if you refer a friend you
Home Delivery may not be the best thing
3/1/14 Avid Skier, N/A
get a month free etc.
Customer Interview
for every kind of sport.

In Person Meeting with Jill G, Logistics
2/27/14 Analyst, Andersen Windows

Cost of Amenities); Identify
sporting equipment that could be
rented and cost of equipment; Buy
Back Used Equipment; Low Income
Communities - CUSTOMER;
Discuss with legal help about rental
contracts and next steps; Schools Clubs

Channels

Direct Sales; Subcontract through community
programs; Health clubs or team activities at school;
sports organizations); Allow
Website based inventory backed up with distribution athletes to test new gear from
centers (warehouses); Delivered products for members sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers
(schools

Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Direct Sales; Advertising by
Manufacturers or Sports brands; Fixed Costs
(Warehouse rent

Customer Interview

Founders' salary

It good to hear someone uses their
equipment until it falls part, but when it
does it just gets thrown away. That's the
crux of it, no matter along the equipment
is being used it still ends up in the
landfill. We need to look at improving
disposal systems for sports gear.
Hopefully the rent or share option will
help us put the gear in the proper cycle. Customer Interview

Renting; Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Advertising by Manufacturers or
Sports brands; Saving Money is Important While
Purchasing Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports
vs Buying Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Obtaining
affordable sports gear; Buy Back Used Equipment;
Athletes; Equipment repair shops; Access To Seasonal
Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear Before
Buying; Managing logistics of sports activities of
several family members; Buy back used equipment in sports organizations); Allow
athletes to test new gear from
good condition for renting; Website based inventory
backed up with distribution centers (warehouses);
sponsored companies;
Delivered products for members (schools
Membership discounts/offers

Online membership access to sports
gear that you can rent, try and buy, or
own is something new that others aren't
trying. Parents of Athletes, Coaches,
and people who like to try a lot of
different sports are the people we should
Customer Interview
be focusing on.

Sports Teams for Children (soccer team etc) - USER;
Renting; Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Advertising by Manufacturers or
Sports brands; Saving Money is Important While
Purchasing Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports
vs Buying Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Obtaining
affordable sports gear; Buy Back Used Equipment;
Athletes; Equipment repair shops; Parents of School
Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying; Players of Non-pro Team Sports
(Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS and USERS;
Coaches and instructors; Coaches//Instructors who
have special access to athletes; Enforcing same
experience for all school kids on a team (avoid
reflections of social or economic disparity); Health
clubs or team activities at school; Buy back used
sports organizations); Allow
athletes to test new gear from
equipment in good condition for renting; Website
based inventory backed up with distribution centers
sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers;
(warehouses); Delivered products for members
(schools
Membership discounts/offers

Membership is not attractive to
everyone. Some members want to have
a no commitment arrangement with
renting.
Need to think through how to get safety
inspection/certificates if possible for
Customer Interview
used expensive equipment

If people have the option to rent to own
or just rent sport gear they would try it.
It is something they haven't had the
chance to do a whole lot except from ice
skating rentals and snow ski/board
rentals. I think by thinking like a health
club and offering rental products that
can be delivered to homes or schools
people would try it out because they
Customer Interview
never had the option before.

Customer Segments

Cost of Amenities); Renting Sports
vs Buying Gear; Disposing of sports
gear; Identify potential named
customers; Identify sporting
equipment that could be rented and
cost of equipment; Buy Back Used
Equipment; Discuss with legal help
about rental contracts and next
steps; Athletes; Individual
Customers (Personal Assistance);
Equipment repair shops; Access To
Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying
Different Sports Gear Before
Buying; Coaches; Coaches and
instructors; Coaches//Instructors
who have special access to
athletes; Enforcing same
experience for all school kids on a
team (avoid reflections of social or
economic disparity); Health clubs or
team activities at school; Buy back sports organizations); Allow athletes
used equipment in good condition to test new gear from sponsored
for renting; Delivered products for companies; Have kiosks in existing
members (schools
dept stores

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Sports Teams for Children (soccer team etc) - USER;
Schools - CUSTOMER; Professional Clubs and
Organizations - CUSTOMER; Low Income
Communities - CUSTOMER; Parents of School
Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER; Players
of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and Children) CUSTOMERS and USERS

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Renting; Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Advertising by Manufacturers or
Sports brands; Saving Money is Important While
Purchasing Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports
vs Buying Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Obtaining
affordable sports gear; Identify sporting equipment
that could be rented and cost of equipment; Buy Back
Used Equipment; Low Income Communities CUSTOMER; Teams; Athletes; Equipment repair
shops; Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying
Different Sports Gear Before Buying; Players of Nonpro Team Sports (Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS
and USERS; Managing logistics of sports activities of
several family members; Health clubs or team
activities at school; Buy back used equipment in good
condition for renting; Website based inventory backed
up with distribution centers (warehouses); Delivered
products for members (schools

sports organizations); Allow
athletes to test new gear from
sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers;
Membership discounts/offers
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Whole Earth Sports

In Person Meeting with Maggie T, Coach,
3/9/14 iGymnastics

J. L. Carlson

This person coaches both athletes and recreational adults/kids of all ages in
gymnastics. She thought renting was pretty inventive, especially for exquisite sports
like trampoline. No one really needs a trampoline throughout the year. However she
cautioned me that this not totally green field and competitors exist in spaces we have
not fully explored yet. For example, most b'day party establishments can provide
Sharing customer lists with key partners
some of this stuff for a fee. So she offered advice that we should consider either
and associated privacy considerations
partnering with these agencies or sub-ing from them. She said she would personally
Potential competitors/key partners in
use a service like this if we were willing to cross pollinate customers i.e., she could
market iGymnasium to our customers if we targeted theirs.
Customer Interview
event organizing companies

Customer
Relationships
Customer
Business Model Hypothesis Relationships

3/9/14 Membership discounts/offers

I thought Sarah would be a good example of a parent who may choose to rent rather
then buy sports equipment. &nbsp;I thought that her basis for renting would be due to
the fact that her child changes her mind quite often, but is in team sports.I learned
from Sarah that her daughter prefers to buy rather then rent but if the cost savings was
significant enough Sarah would prefer to buy. &nbsp;She would be concerned that
rented equipment would be dirty or in good condition, as well of the hassle to arrange I think Sarah represents a good portion
pick up of equipment when it is needed. &nbsp;Online accessability and planning
of the parent customer segment but I will
In Person Meeting with Sarah McGrill, owner, would be relatively useful for sporting events, but having the equipment for a period of do more experiments to determine if this
3/10/14 McGrill Art Assocciates
Customer Interview
months would be preferable.
is true

In Person Meeting with Don H, Teacher,
Middle School, Eden Prairie Public School
3/13/14 System

Don is a teacher and has access to students who form a very important intersection of
our customer segments; basically students who are migrating into the pro or semi pro
landscape. He liked the idea of renting but cautioned how social disparity was part of
the culture in a school. There is no easy way to do away with it. Many students define
their identity by subscribing to that disparity. For example, there are are children who Using student employees reduces
are popular and have to have the best stuff. They would not support an idea that takes payroll costs and provides access to
communicating to an important
away that status quo. He gave an idea of using students as employees that can
customer segment
deliver, pickup and potentially evangelize the service itself.&nbsp;

I knew she played tennis in high school and that she played a little bit in college.
&nbsp;But what I didn't know how is how her equipment was handled. &nbsp;What I
learned from her was that in high school she never bought a tennis racquet because
the school provide the racquets on loan. &nbsp;She never bought a racquet until she
got into college. The college she went to didn't support her program with money.
Women's tennis is just not high on their priority. &nbsp;So what came out of it is that
school and programs sometimes aren't able to get their athletes with affordable
equipment. &nbsp;It was one of the reasons she decided to stop playing because it
was too expensive for a college student. &nbsp;She thought athletic directors would
be open to having the option to rent and pay a lower price for their cash strapped
budgets. She said personally she loved the idea to being able to try the equipment
first before committing to buying because she likes to try a lot of different things with
her and her husband. &nbsp;And in the future she would definitely rent as long as it
was the cheaper option. It is something that she and her husband have talked about is
letting their future kids pick the sport they want and they would support it. &nbsp;They
know that if their kid chooses hockey it will be very expensive so she would be open
Video Chat with Katie Hodgeden, Former
to renting for her kids. &nbsp;I asked her if she would join an online membership and if
College Athlete / Future Parent / Grad.
so how much would she said she would pay and it was between 20 and 30 dollars a
3/15/14 Student, Minnesota State University, Mankato month.

In Person Meeting with Akansha N, Student,
3/15/14 10 years old, N/A

Even really good athletes play with some
questionable equipment, and depending
on the situation you grow up in you
might have a limited access to gear
because the gear can be pretty
expensive. Some college kids can't
Customer Interview
afford the higher quality equipment.

Akansha plays soccer, lacrosse and a few other team sports. She is 10 years old and
is the ultimate user in a very important customer segment. This was a very interesting
interview given I was talking to some one who needed a pitch that did not account for
just pure dollars and cents in savings. She did not fully grasp the idea of being
cheaper etc but her eyes lit up when I told her she could play a lot more kinds of
Can customers ask for custom rentals
sports. She wanted to know if she can get access to the gear only at school or on the
How does liability work? Would it be like
play field or if she can bring it back home to practice. She asked if she could share
with her friends at home and then return it to the school when they were done playing. rental cars where all users of a product
have to be mentioned in a rental
Akansha also asked if she could rent specific colors or add in preferences or would
she have to deal with what was given to her.&nbsp;
agreement?
Customer Interview

3/16/14 Try different products before buying

Renting; Direct Sales; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear;
Discuss with legal help about rental contracts and
next steps; Sports Equipment; Schools

Channels

Organizations (dedicated support);
Coaches//Instructors who have
special access to athletes;
Membership discounts/offers

Clubs

Organizations (dedicated support);
Equipment repair shops; Parents of
School Children with Multiple
Sports - CUSTOMER; Access To
Seasonal Sports Gear; Enforcing
same experience for all school kids
on a team (avoid reflections of
social or economic disparity);
Department Store Chains

Direct Sales; Subcontract through community
programs; Health clubs or team activities at school;
sports organizations); Allow
Website based inventory backed up with distribution athletes to test new gear from
centers (warehouses); Delivered products for members sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers
(schools

Revenue Streams

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Schools - CUSTOMER; Renting; Building access
through community athletic events/schedules;
Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports brands;
Schools; Saving Money is Important While Purchasing
Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports vs Buying
Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Obtaining affordable
sports gear; Buy Back Used Equipment; Low Income
Clubs
Communities - CUSTOMER; Athletes; Schools

Key Activities

Identify potential named customers; Interview named
customers; Identify sporting equipment that could be
rented and cost of equipment; Raise investment if
needed and prepare pitch for investors; Discuss with
legal help about rental contracts and next steps

Organizations (dedicated support);
Equipment repair shops; Parents of
School Children with Multiple
Sports - CUSTOMER; Access To
Seasonal Sports Gear; Players of
Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and
Children) - CUSTOMERS and
USERS; Managing logistics of
sports activities of several family
members; Coaches and instructors;
Coaches//Instructors who have
special access to athletes;
Enforcing same experience for all
school kids on a team (avoid
sports organizations); Allow athletes
reflections of social or economic
disparity); Website based inventory to test new gear from sponsored
backed up with distribution centers companies; Membership
discounts/offers; Membership
(warehouses); Delivered products
for members (schools
discounts/offers; membership dues

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

Video Chat with Kyle Carlson, Rec. Athlete,
3/16/14 U.S. Navy

Going into this interview I knew some what already what my brother cares about when
it comes to sports gear. &nbsp;He has always wanted to buy new and never wanted
any of my hand me downs but I was curious to see if my perception should change.
&nbsp;When it comes to buying used or new I was surprised to hear that he would
consider used equipment if it is decent enough condition and it was a deal. &nbsp;I
showed him some of our early prototypes and he was pumped. &nbsp;He really likes
this idea and how it would be a membership like a health club. He got really excited
about the idea which was a little surprising to me. &nbsp;The one thing he was
concerned about was how much he was going to pay and what he would get in return.
&nbsp;So basically what I took from it is after he would pay for the membership he
doesn't want any added costs to pile up on him and he wouldn't be getting the deal
he thought he was. &nbsp;So we need to really be carefull of how much we charge
after we get them in through membership. &nbsp;Will it be per item based or would it Some times people change and are
be like the PIAS model only dramatically cheaper. &nbsp;We need to continnue to
more open to new things is they see
figure that out.
some savings in it.

In Person Meeting with Aneetha G, Parent,
3/16/14 N/A

This was another customer interview to gauge value propositions around helping
parents coordinate logistics when moving kids around multiple activities. Aneetha
considers herself a very organized person and has a very well managed calendar.
However, she remarked how it is hard for her to keep on top of all the lists for various
activities. She generally tries to combine all her purchases in dept stores like Target
because a one stop shop is the best way for her to manage her schedule. She
mentioned she would not mind renting equipment and some sporting goods but was
concerned about return policies. She talked about how her kids were very young (&lt;7 Returns and replacements may put a big
yrs) and potentially wrecked pretty much everything they bought. So she was curious dent on the inventory costs for items that
how we would handle returns, replacements etc. in a space where rough use came
may get damaged easy though rough
with the terrain. She validated our hypothesis that she would not spend more than 50- use. Defining rental agreements may be
60% on a rental. If it is more than that she would prefer buying.&nbsp;
difficult.
Customer Interview

3/16/14 membership dues

Customer Interview

Revenue Streams

Renting; Advertising by Manufacturers or Sports
brands; Saving Money is Important While Purchasing
Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports vs Buying
Gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Athletes;
Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different
Sports Gear Before Buying; Players of Non-pro Team
Sports (Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS and
USERS; Allow athletes to test new gear from
sponsored companies; Membership discounts/offers;
Membership discounts/offers; membership dues

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying; Managing logistics of sports activities
of several family members; Enforcing same experience
for all school kids on a team (avoid reflections of social
or economic disparity)

Business Model Hypothesis Revenue Streams

In Person Meeting with Dave Keller, IT, St.
3/18/14 Johns

Dave is&nbsp;a good example of a parent who may choose to rent rather then buy
sports equipment. I thought that her basis for renting would be due to the fact that his
child changes her mind quite often, but is in team sports.Dave prefers to buy rather
then rent but if the cost savings was significant enough Dave would prefer to rent. He
prefer to buy because he enjoys playing with his son and usually buys most sports
equipment for himselp as well. &nbsp;He is concerned that rented equipment would
be dirty or in good condition, as well of the hassle to arrange pick up of equipment
Should test whether this is commmon
when it is needed. Online accessability and planning would be relatively useful for
sporting events, but having the equipment for a period of months would be preferable. for dads of sons or if there is a difference
Customer Interview
&nbsp;He would rent equiptment if it was expensive or if it was used rarely.
between parents in regards to renting.

Renting; Direct Sales; Saving Money is Important
While Purchasing Sports Gear; Rent to own; Disposing
of sports gear; Buy Back Used Equipment; Discuss
with legal help about rental contracts and next steps;
Individual Customers (Personal Assistance);
Equipment repair shops; Parents of School Children
with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER; Players of Nonpro Team Sports (Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS
and USERS; Enforcing same experience for all school
kids on a team (avoid reflections of social or economic
disparity)

In Person Meeting with Julie Taylor,
3/19/14 Housewife, family

I thought Julie would be an example of a parent who may choose to rent rather then
buy sports equipment. I thought that her basis for renting would be due to the three
kids that are involved in sports and the rising costs of sporting equipment as her kids
grow up.I learned that Julie would prefer to rent if there are cost savings over time. the
rented equipment would be need in good condition, but is not as important due to her
being willing to clean it, more concerned about her kids breaking rented equptment.
&nbsp;Online accessability and planning would be useful for her planning, but having
the equipment for a period of months would be preferable.

Renting; Direct Sales; Saving Money is Important
While Purchasing Sports Gear; Disposing of sports
gear; Buy Back Used Equipment; Discuss with legal
help about rental contracts and next steps; Equipment
repair shops; Parents of School Children with Multiple
Sports - CUSTOMER; Access To Seasonal Sports
Gear; Managing logistics of sports activities of several
family members; Enforcing same experience for all
school kids on a team (avoid reflections of social or
economic disparity); Membership discounts/offers; Try
different products before buying; Ability to try out very
expensive/exotic sports without high cost of
ownership

In Person Meeting with Chris K, Asst
3/20/14 Manager, Dick's Sporting Goods

Chris is potentially a competitor given that the primary objective of stores like Dick's is
to encourage customers to buy more new. I wanted to get the perspective of a
competitor and see what they thought of this idea. Chris seemed pretty open to
discussing this topic. He talked about how Dick's themselves were faced with
competition from general merchants like Target and Walmart for what he called entry
level SKUs. These are basically products like gloves, baseball bats etc. that are not
targeted at semi-pros or pros. The margin on these products were also low given the
competition and explained how there are numerous brands competing in this space
(low barrier for entry and low skill required to manufacture). He thinks renting in this
space would also be low margin for the same reasons. Very soon someone could copy
our model (including Dick's) and do the exact same thing for cheaper. The more
expensive market with specialized SKUs are typically found only in sports goods
merchants and are higher margin but lower volume. He feels this may be a good rental
market but given the price of the product liability and risk of breakage/product abuse
would be high (which would directly increase our inventory costs).

Video Chat with Jake Hanson, Rec. Athlete /
3/20/14 Wind Turbine Tech., Iberdola Renewables

I didn't know what kind of sports Jake plays or did play growing up but I did know that
he was a big sports fan of mostly Minnesota teams. During the interview I remembered
that Jake was home schooled and I was curious to how that worked with him
participating in sports. &nbsp;The sports he gravitated to were baseball, and hockey.
&nbsp;Hockey was too expensive to play because of ice time and the equipment was
as well. &nbsp;As a home schooled student he did get to participate and be in
whatever sports were offered. &nbsp;He is a thrifty guy so he mainly buys used when
purchasing his sports gear. &nbsp;He said that he would be interested in our
membership because he wouldn't mind trying hockey. When purchasing any
equipment he is trying to get the best bang for his buck. He would pay extra for a
really decent piece of used gear over a cheaper new model. &nbsp;He said that he
knows that some products are better than others so he looks for the best value.
&nbsp;It said having access to a decent place to find used or new sports gear is hard
to find for some especially for people who live in rural areas like him. Some don't have
time to drive 45 minutes to 60 minutes to the nearest Play It Again Sports and the
option to have it delivered in a timely fashion would be a better option for people who
are not close or don't have time to deal with getting the equipment for their kids. I
think we need to think about the people who don't have time to get the equipment
they just want their kids to have the decent enough equipment to test out for whatever
sport they choose.

I think these concerns help to further
identify the target market by orienting
towards the family customer segment.
The key insights are for fair replacement
and repair agreements as well as
discounts or services for multi-student
Customer Interview
homes or families.

Common sporting goods -> Low Margin
, High Volume
Exotic/Pro type gear 0> High Margin,
Low Volume

We are kind of creating a sports
equipment co-op. Where people pay a
membership to get access to rentable
goods. The prices are dramatically
cheaper because there is money being
put in from members.

I wanted to gain an interview from talking to a student that works at the Aquatics rental
facility at the U of MN because they are the primary rental facility that I use for renting
outdoor equipment in the summer time for trips. &nbsp;Jacob talked about the
business idea with some reservation at first but then opened up to the idea and
discussed that the idea would be helpful to him when tring out new gear as well as a
service he would use if he needed gear in the future after he graduates. &nbsp;He
definitely uses the facility rental and relies on it heavily for gear and equipment that he that college age persons do use rental
In Person Meeting with Jacob Hanson, Head doesn't own. &nbsp;He would also use the service while traveling and for equipment services when needing gear that they
3/22/14 lifeguard, U ofMN Aquatic center
don't own or are too expensive to buy.
the U of MN Aquatic center doesn't have.
Mason is a college student who use to play sports in high school, mostly baseball.
&nbsp;Right now for him our business he thought would work well for him because he
is in the need for some golf clubs and would like to try some out before he bought
them. So if he had the opportunity to rent to own he would jump all over it. As long as
he knows he is getting a good value because he is temporarily using good quality
products. &nbsp;The price points he thought for the membership would be between
10 and 60 dollars depending on membership levels. &nbsp;He talked about creating
system in which once the new product is delivered to the customer the clock starts
ticking that determines its price for when it is used once then again if used even 3
I think we need to make sure we have
times. &nbsp;There could be different levels that match up with the memberships. He the right partners to for managing
was curious to &nbsp;know how we would be getting our inventory. &nbsp;Continue logistics of getting this gear sent from
Video Chat with Mason Bowman, Rec. Athlete to get insights in how to get schools and organizations to see if they would like this for place to place. Because that really will
3/23/14 / Engineer Student, Virginia Tech
determine our profit.
them.

In Person Meeting with Prateek A, Sports
3/23/14 Enthusiast, N/A
Ability to try out very expensive/exotic sports
3/23/14 without high cost of ownership

Clubs

Business Model Hypothesis Key Activities

3/16/14 Acquire sports gear for inventory

Prateek is a very athletic 25-30 yr old. He plays pretty much most team sports and
leads a very active lifestyle. He understood the idea and said he had not issues renting
as long as it was convenient. He explained how some things may not be amenable to
rent. For example, volleyballs tear or puncture all the time. You cannot really expect
people to stop playing and wait for the rental to arrive or rent 3 or 4 balls in
anticipation of something like that happening. He liked the idea of being able to try
Have to determine price point that
something exotic instead of buying very expensive gear. He was curious if someone
makes renting more lucrative than
had to rent something from their residential address or can be shipped direct to the
vacation spot or resort.
buying

Customer Interview

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying; Managing logistics of sports activities
of several family members; Enforcing same experience
for all school kids on a team (avoid reflections of social
or economic disparity); Ability to try out very
expensive/exotic sports without high cost of
ownership

Customer Interview

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Saving Money is Important While
Purchasing Sports Gear; Rent to own; Renting Sports
vs Buying Gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Low
Income Communities - CUSTOMER; Athletes; Parents
of School Children with Multiple Sports CUSTOMER; Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying
Different Sports Gear Before Buying; Health clubs or
team activities at school; Website based inventory
backed up with distribution centers (warehouses);
sports organizations); Try
Delivered products for members (schools
different products before buying

Customer Interview

Professional Clubs and Organizations - CUSTOMER;
Renting; Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Direct Sales; Advertising by
Manufacturers or Sports brands; Renting Sports vs
Buying Gear; Disposing of sports gear; Buy Back
Used Equipment; Discuss with legal help about rental
contracts and next steps; Sports Equipment; Athletes;
Access To Seasonal Sports Gear; Players of Non-pro
Team Sports (Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS and
USERS; Coaches//Instructors who have special
access to athletes; Website based inventory backed
up with distribution centers (warehouses); Allow
athletes to test new gear from sponsored companies;
Acquire sports gear for inventory; Ability to try out very
expensive/exotic sports without high cost of
ownership

Customer Interview

Customer Segments

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER; Rent
to own; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Buy Back
Used Equipment; Athletes; Access To Seasonal Sports
Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear Before Buying;
Managing logistics of sports activities of several family
members; Website based inventory backed up with
distribution centers (warehouses); Membership
discounts/offers; Membership discounts/offers;
membership dues; Acquire sports gear for inventory;
Ability to try out very expensive/exotic sports without
high cost of ownership

Customer Segments

Student Athletes (semi-pro and school) - USER;
Sports Teams for Children (soccer team etc) - USER;
Schools - CUSTOMER; Professional Clubs and
Organizations - CUSTOMER; Low Income
Communities - CUSTOMER; Parents of School
Children with Multiple Sports - CUSTOMER; Players
of Non-pro Team Sports (Adults and Children) CUSTOMERS and USERS

Customer Interview

Business Model Hypothesis Value Propositions

3/23/14 Investors, banks

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

3/23/14 Department Store Chains
Large Manufacturing Companies with
3/23/14 Warehouses

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

3/23/14 Trucking Companies

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

3/23/14 Gyms and Sports Clubs
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Customer Interview

Building access through community athletic
events/schedules; Individual Customers (Personal
Assistance); Schools

Business Model Hypothesis Key Partners

In Person Meeting with Matt Mcgehee, Rec.
3/28/14 Hockey Player, Play It Again Sports

I had an interview with Matt and I kind of new based on what I have observed
previously that we might not want the services we we might provide. &nbsp;I wanted
to hear what he had to say anyways, and as I expected he was a little standoffish
about the idea especially because he is one who doesn't like to shop online for his
equipment even though its cheaper online. He just wants to be able to try things on
and would prefer going to a store. &nbsp;That is where our idea of try before buying
concept would actually work with someone like him. &nbsp;He prefers new equipment
for himself when it comes to hockey because he is very particular about his gear.
&nbsp; He said he would consider it if he got a good deal and if he knew how many
people have used the gear and it isn't too worn down. &nbsp;Going forward we need
to concentrate on the user interface of our site to make sure people can size things
effectively and work on the system of try before you buy.

In Person Meeting with Sean C, Asst
3/29/14 Manager, Runner's World

Sean is an asst manager at a Runners World store. He is an avid ultra marathoner
himself. He agreed renting was a good idea but has its limitations especially in sports
like running. He suggested targeting high end gear that is very time sensitive. For
example, GPS watches that are used by runners training for marathons or heart rate
monitors that would otherwise be useless after training for the race. He also
suggested looking at accessories like rain jackets or winter running gear that is again
seasonal. Sean felt very strongly choices like shoes, or t-shirts etc are best suited for
sale and not for renting. He even offered to pitch to his customers if we have a viable
inventory!

In Person Meeting with Kristen S, Semi Pro
3/29/14 Tennis Player, N/A

Kristen is an avid tennis player and is trying out for varsity. She plays several other
sports too. She liked the idea of being able to rent but asked if the rental would come
with an instructor recommendation? So basically partnering with instructors or gyms
seemed very interesting to her. She was open to trying new sports but wanted to
marry that with some kind of support system (like a coach) that can actually help her
Rent to buy may be a good option for
learn the new sport. She was clear she would not rent rackets. This was a deeply
personal decision given she says she develops a bond with the racket and would not athletes who like the gear so much they
Customer Interview
like to share it.
want to own it

In Person Meeting with Aman R, Parent and
3/29/14 Sports Enthusiast, N/A

Aman is an avid outdoor person. He and his daughter spend at least 20 hrs outside
every week playing all kinds of outdoor sports. He lives in the south and hence has
pretty much good weather year around. He was intrigued by the idea of renting and
said he does waste a lot of money because he and his family play a new sport and
quickly lose interest. He thinks there is much more potential in exotic/expensive sports
than renting normal sports. He thinks most customers may think it is too much hassle
to rent something that is &lt; $50. It is just cheaper to buy and more convenient in the
longer run. For example, baseball gloves would be an overkill to rent and wait for it
Expensive/exotic sports may have more
ship etc., when you just run to the store and buy it.
customers given they can try new things Customer Interview

I realized that not everyone would like to
be online so eventually when the
company got big enough we could
actually start a brick and mortar retail
space.
Customer Interview

Key Resources

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Obtaining
affordable sports gear; Sports Equipment; Trying
Different Sports Gear Before Buying; Players of Nonpro Team Sports (Adults and Children) - CUSTOMERS
and USERS; Website based inventory backed up with
distribution centers (warehouses); Membership
discounts/offers; Ability to try out very
expensive/exotic sports without high cost of
ownership

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying; Managing logistics of sports activities
of several family members; Enforcing same experience
for all school kids on a team (avoid reflections of social
or economic disparity); Ability to try out very
expensive/exotic sports without high cost of
ownership

Channels

Direct Sales; Subcontract through community
programs; Health clubs or team activities at school;
sports organizations); Allow
Website based inventory backed up with distribution athletes to test new gear from
centers (warehouses); Delivered products for members sponsored companies;
Membership discounts/offers
(schools

Value Propositions

Saving Money is Important While Purchasing Sports
Gear; Renting Sports vs Buying Gear; Disposing of
sports gear; Obtaining affordable sports gear; Access
To Seasonal Sports Gear; Trying Different Sports Gear
Before Buying; Managing logistics of sports activities
of several family members; Enforcing same experience
for all school kids on a team (avoid reflections of social
or economic disparity); Ability to try out very
expensive/exotic sports without high cost of
ownership

Some of the interviewees could be
channels themselves
Accessories not directly related to
playing the sport but are expensive and
provide a better experience may be
good rental choices.

Customer Interview

3/30/14 Financial

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

3/30/14 Shipping and Transportation

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

3/30/14 Support Team

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

3/30/14 Warehouse

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

3/30/14 Sales and Marketing Team

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources

3/30/14 IT Department

Business Model Hypothesis Key Resources
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Appendix D.
Business Model Canvas Scorecard
A scorecard showing the process of the BMC development process accounting for the validation and pivots
of proposed hypotheses based on customer interviews.
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